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Abstract ' .J 
Gravity and magnetic data were used to •. m.odel and· interp·ret tl)e 
subsurface structure of the Bay St. George Carboniferous Subba&in in 
western Newfoundlanrl. 
A total of 236 'gravity stations wit{i an a vera g e l'lpacin~ of 4.0 k~ 
were used·. Magnetic data were rlip.;itized on a 0;8 km grid from 
existin~ 1:63360 sca.le aerone~netic ~ps. Regtonal and residual 
th" 
. anomaly maps for ·a 5 -order polynomial were obtained for both· gravity 
,. 
and I!B~netic maps usin~ a · trend analysis program • 
• 
Dt!nsi ties al)d magnetic su~cept:ibilities from 242 samples of ' 
, ' ) 
evaporites , re·presentative . sedimentary r ocks, a nd anot;osit...i cl samples 
of inferred hadement type were <i~termined ·. 
Programs for 2-D and · 2.5-D gravity inversion, 2.5-D forward. 
gravity modelling, ·and 3-;-D gravity and magneti~.modelling were wri'tten 
in FORTRAN and test'ed. These were used to determine the ,basemen t · 
\ 
topography, and·"tb delineate faults, obtain'thickness estimates o f the 
se'dimentary infi 11, and locate possible new evaporite deposits • 
.. 
R~sul ts from the. 2 .5-D inver~ion compared favor<thly to the fiJ\31 
3-D gravity model, showing that the 2.5-D ·pr;,ocess' can be use4 to 
estimate. hasem~nt topography. 3:-D tMgnetic modell~ng , con~trmed fMt 
the ba s ement shape defined by p;r~tvity modellin~ was ' c orrect 
geometrically. 
\ 
The results of the modelling -were comhin~d with a qua 11 tat i ve 
interpretation of ' the ~ravity and ~gnetic neps to yield a nfi,~el of 
the subsurface geology. Several new faults were located. in the 
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' ii-
n~w ~vapor! te depos 1 ts wer~ also loca t~d. The maltimum thicknesses of 
th~ R~diments in the basin were discov&red to be"""6 km in the 
« 
:• St. Davids SyndJ.ne and 4 to 5 km in the ~rachois Synclinorium. 
I 
The throws of the Crabbes Brook and Sh~l Point faults were found to be. 
. 
. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
r . 
The subject of this thesis is t.he modell!ng and interpretation of 
gravity and magn~tic anomalies in ' the north-central portion of the. ' 
. ·. 
Bay St. George Carhonifer?us subbasin in WeJ;tern Newfoundland. The 
' 2 
study area is "'2000 -km (see Figure ·1.1). 
'. 
' . 
The subbasin is located on the southwest'coast of the islpnd. 
" Onshore. the basin extends westward from th~ Long Ra'nge Mountains -to 
fl 
St. Georr4s Bay, and, from Cape Anguille oo~t.hward to near Stephenville. 
~The full offshore extent of the subbasin is unknown at present. The 
\ 
• 
Bay st·. George subbasin is a part of the Maritimes Basin of Atlantic 
\ 
Canada, ·and is associated with the Carboniferous Deer LaJse Hnd · 
White Ray basins in n~rth-cen.tral Newfoundlanti·. 
?-"he geol.ogy of the subbasin is summa.rb.;ed in. a Newfoundland 
Department of Mines and Energy report (Knight, 1983). 
Sedimentary rocks are of terrestrial, lacustrin~, . and marine origin, 
and were deposited as a wrench-type basin was formed by right-lateral, 
strike-slip movemen~ along the Long Range Fault. Economic· deposits 
. .. .... 
'" 
of evaporites are found in the study area; along with small quantities 
·, 
of coal. The basemen.t rocks are of gran1t1c/anorthos1t:i.c composition 
and are assumed to be similar to those fo~nd at Indian Head · and Steel 
Mountain . 
There are .236 gr~tvity stations with an avera~e station spacing of, 
4.0 km. The gravity data consists of stations collected by personnel 
·, 










figure 1.1 Map of the Bay St. George ar~a. Study area is the 
boxed-in acea on the map. The insert is of the 
Maritimes Basin complex of Atlantic Canada. 
.. . .. ,-;, I 
/ 
3 
Observatory survey of the 1960"'s (Weaver', 1967) and from Weir's 
Trans-Canada HH;hway survey (1971), Magnetic data were obtained by 
digitizing existing 1:63360 maps of the .area on a 0.8 km grict, then 
removing the IGRF. background field to yield :t TTRgnetl.c anol1Bly rrep of I the ~tudy area. Trend aM lysis was used on both gravity and magnetic . 
data in order to remove the re~ional trend from the data, leaving the 
residua 1 anomalies - which are a ssocla ted with the near surfa~e 
structure of the area - behind. 
In order to constrain the F<:eophysical -modelling, lOS 
representative sa~ples of sedim~ntary rocks from the subhasin a l ong 
w'itn 132 samples'of anorthosi tes from IndiAn Head an<! Steel Monntain 
· were used for density anrt rngnetlc. 'lii"'Ceptihility measurements. I n ,.,.. 
ad<Hti.on, a few s.qmp1Ps of rock ,;alt, gypsum, and anhydrite .were a lso 
me11s.urerl. 
. . 
T" otcter to model the subbasin, several computer , prolo!;rams ·were 
written in the FORTRAN lan~u'l~"!. AlonP, with 3-D forward gravity. ancl 
ma~~:netlc modelli.n~ prof?;rams, 2 .5-D forward and inverse mode.llinl!: 
pro~~:rams were 11lso developed and tested. These we r e 11 5 1"<1 to il~>te r min<" 
the topop:raphy of the hasernent-sed1ment tnterf~ re , 11nd to riP11nP:d:P 
. . 
faults, estimate the thicknes s · of serlimentary infill · ln the basi.n, and 
locate possible new e ve~ porftE> dt>poRitR. 
Finally, an intPrpret!ltlon hllsed on the results of the geophysical 
mo<lellfnp, of the gr11vity and tmgnetic d11t:t ;mel the P:eolop;y map was 
<":OnRtructerl. This resulted in a model of the st,~bsurface p;eolo~y of the 
1\!ly St. Georg•' Citrhoniferous suhbftsin. 
.. 
4 
Chapter 2: Data Collection and Reduction 
2.1 Collection and Reriuction of Gr<.Jvity !lata 
Gra,vity data -were collected by pers onnel from ' Memorial University 
during the summer of 1983 using a l.aCo~te-Romber-'\, temperatur~ 
"' 
compensated gravity meter. Elevation data were oh ta ined at each 
station using Wallace and Tiernan mrometric Altimeters and sling 
psychrometers for tempera t..ure and humidity ' control. Thf> st~ tions 
wer~ occupied with a spacing of 2~'5 km along r _oad!=: in the area, with 
the exception of the Pi\.stute ·Road near Robinsons ·River and the CrAhhes 
River Road, which wer!' occupie<l a' t a 1 km. spacin$1;. Ar:lrlftional 
stations off the roads were done using helicopt-er transportation. 
The elevations for the · survey were tier! t o t he Georietic Survey .of 
Canada benchmark at the StephenvtllE.> Airport. All gravity readings 
were tlecl directly t .o the EArth Physics llranch gr11vity base also at 
the airport. In addition to this data, datA from the Oomln fon 
OhservFitory survey of the 1960's (Weaver, -1967) and fro111 WE'ir'~ 
Trl'lns-Canada Hi p hw-iy survey (1971) were Lncluded to give A. tot11l of 
236 st11tinns· in thP .qturly area (ecc Figure 2.1 ""cl AppE" ndix 1. 1), 
The 1983 data WE're rE-du cer!'to Bouguer anorn<tlies using a computer 
progrm for thFI t purpose. The r rop.t-<t m CA lct~la tes the ohserved • 
theoretical, and Bou~uer grl'lvity at e11ch ~tatioo • 
... 
The observed gravity can he . C.R lcnl:HPtl usinp, the relation 
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Figure 2.1 Posting of gravity station locations in study area. 




















where ' v,b · is the ah!lolute gravity at the base. station in mf,al, k is 
· ase 
the gravity meter constant in.mC'~l/scale re~tdin~, R · and R' are fhe B · S 
gravity meter reading at the base station and the. field 9tatl<;.n, 
respectively, and •Df(t) is the gravity meter drift correction. 'l'he 
·gravity meter drift is assumed to be a linear function and ·is 
Ciilculated from 'the .re lation · 
(2.2) 
where Df(t) is the gr:tvity meter drift correcttof for a me;HIHrem';nt• 
made at time t, 1'1~ is the difference between th9tarting and closing 
valul"s of ~ for a J>llrticular traverse,_ .i'l t .is the total time of the 
traverRe, And the last term is the elapsed time since the start of t he 
traverse. I 
The theoretical ~ravity is the reference gravity calculAted from 
,the 1967 International Gravity Formula (TI.F, 1967): 
·2 2 
gthe s ~78031.8 Sx0 + 0 .0053024 x sirr ( ¢ ) - 0.00000585 x sin (Z,P)) (2.3) 
where~ is the lntitnde ~n degrees :tnd !l. h ·ts the theoreti('Al r,ravity 
t e 
in milltr,a l8. 
In order to obtain the Boui!:uer anomaly at each station. the 
ohserved gravity has to he corrected for free ' a ir .and Flouguer 
effects~ The free air effect h caused by the distance thf' ,;tation 
is away from the center of the F,arth. 0r, s ine!' thE'. gravity valueR are 
. referenced to sea level. its elevy ton, And r.An tle c:tlculllt e rl hy thE> 






1s the gravitational acceleration at sea level, h is the 
elevation of the station with respe'et to the Earth's center, and · 
R is the radius of the Earth. 
The Rouji!Uer effect is due to the mass of nateri11.l hetween the 
.r--.. . 
station and sea level. It c"'n he relTloved by usinp; the e'ln<'~tion . 
""' (Telforci, et,il.l., 1976) 
(2.4b ) 
where G is the univerB<'ll ~ravitational constant, h is the eleva .tion, 
and 0 is'the Bo,lguer density or the density of th~· inaterialbetween 
c 
the station and sea level, usually taken to he 'the avera~e crustal 
3 
density of 2.67 g/cm • 
.. 
'Thes e two corrections can be comhined quite Rimply to give 
the equ.:'ltion for Bouguer anomalies (Nettleton, 1976) 
gobs - gthe + 0.06 x E + 0.0078 x H t • 
where E 1M the elevation of the st<'ltion in feet and H is ' the 
(2.5) 
· instrur~ent height above the ground surfa c e in inches. The f'leva tiona "'re 
ln unitR of feet because the baromet ric alt1.meter~ rn€'>tsure them in fePt. 
The third term (0.06*E) is ll c omhlned ele>vi\tion f~. ctor tlmt take'l h..,th 
the free a ir 11 nrl Ron)';uPT effect!' into Account. The last tP.rlll is .'1 free 
air correct ion for the qpacP. between thf' tn!'4trument 8nd the ground, 
The oth~r d:lta from Weaver (1961) and Weir (1971) were computed 





~re reduced to the same datum by using the equa t.ton (Anonymous) 
l 
2 . 
gnew: gold.- 0.95- 13.6 x sin( ~)+ 0:05 x ~ 
where Jl:old is the anollBly unde·r the old Potsdam system, g. is the 
new 
anomaly under the new IGSN71 system, and is the latitude . of the 
(2.6) 
station in deR;rees. The old system was e!;ltablished by making worldwide 
gray1ty in~l\surements relative to the value determined a.t Potsdam, 
Gerlllilny hy pPnc:lnli1m measurements in l~O&. Tht-: · va _lue _was foun·d t o be 
too .large by "- 14 mGal,. and in l97l' the new system W<J.s implemented by 
makin~ aci_1ustments to the gravity valu7R a ·t st:l.tions · wo.rldwide, 
(Nettleton, 1~76_). The cor~e~tion 1.9 Jlpproxil!lltely, -li. 2 mf'>R •l for 
sta tiona in the study area. 
The final reduced Bouguer a nomaly map is shown in Fi~~:ure 2.2, w_ith 
the coastline adrled for reference' . The elevations determined are \ 
accurate to.:!::2 m and the station locations (scaled from ~:50000 maps) 
Are a<'curAte to _:!:50 m, re s ulting in an uncertainty of +0.5 mGal. No 
terrain corrections were appliPd to tl'te data •. For a lmo~t all of the 
~Mtion~; in the areA, the terrain corr.-et f.on would :~mouht to lP~R · the 
0.5 -'1!1C.al. For seven ~tations (7) near the ·T.onp, Ran~e MountAin!!, 
terrain corrections of as mueh as '15 'mGal are possible <iue to rapid 
eleva t16n chan~~:es on the order of 300 m, however, for only four of 
thesP. Atations was the terrain effect greater than 5 111Gal. These 
were not applied because of the small number of stations, and the 
f~t c t tha t the~e sta tions are at the edges of the ·study area , and 
Are not _as important to 'the mode llin~~: process os sta ti ons in the 
centrA i port ions pf the a rE>A. 
.· 
• 
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Figure 2.2 Bouguer anomaly map. Contour interval ~ 2 mGal. 





'2,2 9ollection and Reduction of Magnetic Data 
Magnet!~ data we~e- digitizecl from 1 :63360· scaie total field 
\ 
aeromagnetic rna es published by the Geological Survey of GaMcla 
(GSC, 1968, a'-d). These TMps were based on data collected along 
east-west flight lines by flux:-gate magnetometers •. The lfnes were 
separated horizontally by 800 m and flown at a 'n altitude of 300 m 
-These _maps were digitized using a O.S inch spacing in both la t;itude 
and 1ongitude 1 making -the d1At~tnce between g ricl-points equal to 
The first step in aeromagnetic datR processing is the removal of 
the IGRF (International Geoma~netic Refere nce Fi-eld) ~ ckground fie l d 
. ' from the cl;H;t, " However, the maps used t o - obtain the cja t:l were 
produced at an arbitrary - magnetic reference level, AO they don't ·JMtc h 
· with standard totl'll field maps. In orrler to make the clatl'l const~t e nt · 
with other. map8 in the a rt-.A a nd theref ore, useful for future work, the 
original data was converted into ~ tandard total fielrl va lues by 
rintchin~ the edges of the 'ol.d' maps to ' y: thP adjacent ed~es o~ the 
<; t a nda rd maps surrounding the a rea. In this TMnn e r a correlation 
hetwPe n the arbitrary reference and the stand11r<i tntal field ma g ne ti c 
vl'llue~ co11ld be made. This was done for four different IM p pairs, a nd 
A plot of the 'old' fi e ld value~ vs. their standl'lrd c ounterp:~ rts was 
) 
drawn .!nd a straight line c ould be traced through the data poin t !! f o r / 
"' each IMp p'ltr. A standa rd linear regression prop;ram was used to 
obt ain a slope <~ nd tntE"r cert for each data s e t. Three out of the four 
sets o f data from the ITI!Ip p11trs h!l cl a lmost the same slope and i n t ercep t 






0,913 X M + 5J457 
oi 
where MsTD and ~ are the standarrl and '9lrl' values for the _ITEl~netic 
- i i 
fielrl at r1 Rtation 1, respectively. The rellultln_g total field, IGRF 
corrected mBp of the study area is sllown in Figure 2.3. 
' After the IGRF corrected field was establis'hed for the map,netlc 
data, ' the IGRF hil ckp;round field was removed using a modified version 
" of a p:rogram or111:1na11y written by Miller and _ W~i,t;; (1982). Vr~lut>s 
for the ba,ckground field were i n terpolated from, corner point values 
in the IAGA Bulletin 29 (1971) for ea ch point in the grid. - These 
values were subtracted from the IGRF c orrected values at the 
1,rid-po1nts to p,ive the reduced m 'gnetic anomaly map shown in Figure 2.4 
A 25 point avera~~:in~~: process W<ts then applieci t o the reduced magnetic 
data (se1> Fi ,»;u ~e 2.5)_. The averilg1nl1: process otlculRted the average 
vn lue of il 5 X 5 block of data points and placed th~t t 11trA ight averaged 
.value ~tt the c_entr.:tl point of the hlock. The averaging was doni" for two 
reasons: 1) the filterPd ?,rid-point spacing of 4 km i8 consist ent 
with the average gravity stlltion spacing in the ar~; And 2) thP 
avera)l;ing removes short-w:tvAlength, high amplitude anomalies which ll're 
due to small, localized fel'ltures th11t Ar e of mimimal interest in the 
~eQphyslcal modelllnR of the Subb~sin. 
2.) Trend An.<1 lysis of Gravity anrl Ha~netlc DAtA 
A tren<i .aMlysis prog r a m ba sed on the eqlllttions of Whitten (1973) 
was writte n hy T. E. lAtdlPy of Memorial ... The trend Analysis 1R rlonP 
by fitting a polynomial of the form 
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Total field. IGRF corrected magnet!c map of the study area. 


















395 400 405 
Figure ~.4 Contour map of reduced magnetics (no averaging). 
Contour interval • 50 nT. (scale • 1:250000) 
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Contour map of reduced magnetics (25-point averaging). 
















A.. (x, y) l: .,l: <lk X 
k j (2.8) y l. k=O J"'O . j 
to the data via a leilst-squares technique. In ·Equation 2.6, A1 is the 
calculated regional trend, n is the order of the polynomial being 
fitt:ed to the data, and akj is the coefficient to be dete.rmined by 
least-sqll8res. The solution may he written in matrix notationas 
(Miller, 1970) 
N k-+m l+j -l 
(E X y ) ( 2 . 9) 
i=1 
where 
k 0,1, .. • n 
j O,l,; .• n-k 
m 0,1, ... n 
1 
"" 
0, 1, ... n-m 
A nd N is the number of data points. t}Je result of an application of ., 
ttiis type of filter to gravity or ma~netic data is a re~ioml trend 
' whi ch iR inferre~ to he Caused by deep heterogeneities in th@ ~rth'a 
crust. ThiR is removed by subtracting the regional from the original 
anomaly at eAch point, nr 
where t.Ai is the residual anomaly at a. 11ta t ion f , and A
0 
and Ac are 
. i i 
the o riginal and regional anomalieH, .reRpectiv:ely. After the rl"moval 
. . 
' . 
L -- -·- -- - --
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. 
of the regional trend, the residual map should represent the local, 
geologic'llly correlatihle fp...a.t~res in the subsurface (Nettleton, 1976) • 
. Contour plots w_ere tMde for trend ana lyReS of hoth the rec1uced 
gravity and TMgnetic. fields. Polynomial orders 1 _ through 6 were used 
\ th . 
in both cases. An ana lysis of these plots showed that the S orrter 
tren_ds had the •best fit to the origtnal gravity and magnetic d.'lta, 
therefore they were used as tQe regional trend for both gravity and 
lliCignetics. · The regiona 1 fields were subtracted from the origfna 1 
reduced data to obtain residual anomaly maps for gravity (Figure 2.6) · 
.... 
an<! magnetics (Y1gure , 2.7). Major features of these maps (lettering 
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Figure 2.6 Residual gravity after trend analysis ·· order = 5. 
Letters referred to in Chapter· 6. Contour interval = 1 mGal. 
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Figure 2. 7 Residual magnetics after trend analysis ·· order = 5. 
Letters referred to in Chapter 6. Contour interval = 25 nT. 
(scale • 1:250000) · 
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Chapter 3: Geology of the 1\ay St. Geo rge Carhn niterous Suhhasin 
3.1: Intr oduction 
Thill chapter on the ~eolo~y of the Bay St. Ge or~e (".a r boniferous 
~­
Subbasin is based lar~ely on Knight's report (1983), whiCh prov t des a 
detailed description of th~ st{ati~nphy and a n ana lys ts of the 
· tectonic setting, depositional ~v1ro!lj1]e nts, strJJc tura l hi s tory, a nd 
mineral pote ntial of the area. 'l. 
The Bay St. r::eorge Carboniferous Subba s in 1R il part o f, ~he 
Mdritimes Basin complex of Atlantic Canada (Knight, 1983) . It is 
located on the wt:;st c.oast of the island of Ne wfoundland between Cape 
Angui lle and Stephenville (see Figure 1.1). 
\The Subhasin was Formed by late Devonian right-latera l, strike-s li p 
. mov~ments along the Long Range Fault. An analyst s of the ma j.or 
structural elements shows a pa t t ern of sy~ thetfc a nd antitheti c faults l . 
and folds fittin~ into the wrench-faul_t ba s in hypo th~ si s . 
Tl;,e sediments were deposited in a 4')-fiO million y e:1 r period ftom 
the Up,per-i>evonian (Famennian) to Lower P~ ons ylva·ntan (Westphalian-B) . 
The environment cha n,~~;ed during' deposit ton from a no n-rna rine fluviat ile 
and lacustrine envi r onme nt (Anguille Group), to a rna rine/ non-ma rine, 
a rid evaporitic environment (Codro~ Group), to a floodplain and backswamp 
humid cliJMte (Barachois Group). The overall thickness of dep~.s it s 
may ·have bee n as grea t as 10 k m, with t.he · pre s e nt; fill he1ng . 6 "km 
(Knight, "1983)'. 
. J . 
Mafor deposits of salt a nd ~yps um have bee n f ound· in the northern 






been found in Barachois sediments. 
\ 
proven uneconomic ~hus far. 
However, the c oa l cfepos its have 
. Th\'re-r.arhoniferous basement ill. i nferr ed t o be of an 
anorthosi"tic-p;ranitic character that closely rt•tH:• tnbles t he Indian Head 
and Steel Mo~Jntain complexes, which outcrop in the northe.rn area of t h e 
Suhbasin {see Section l.S). 
3 .2.' L1 t holop;y of the Sedimentary Rocks 
The sedimentary rocks of t~e Ray St. Ge orge Subbasin are div i ded 
into 3 groups by Knight (1983): 
l) the Angu111e Group (map units 2-5 in Fi~ure 3,1 ) ·~ cons i sting 
. . .. 
of non-mari·ne, lacustrine, fluvial-deltaic, and f luvia tile 
ro~ks of Late Famemlian to Tout'na i sian age (350-335 my); 
2) the Codr'oy Group (map units 6-8 in Figufe 3.1); Conslstlng' ·, 
• I 
mostly of · fluviatile redbeds, hut incl ttding marine 
siliciclastics, c.arbona tell, and eva pori tea of middle to 
upper Visea n age (335- 323 my); and 
,/ 
3) the Batachois Grou~Jmp unit 11 in Figure 1 .1), c onshting 
of fluvial and coal-bear-inp; strata o f Namurian t o • 
Wea tlphalian-B a)!;e (323-300 my). 
Each group will be subdivided i nto its compone nt 6ormat1ons, a nd the s e 










and environment of deposition.' 1 Particular attention will be paid to 
major 11 tho logic components of the northern part of the Subbasin. 
• I 
v 
1.2.1 Anguille Group 
The Anguille Group is subdivided into four form.-tions. ln order 
of Hscenciency, these are · the Kennels Brook Formation, the Snakes Bight 
Formation, the Friars Cove Format"1on, and the. Spout Falls Forl'lBtion 
(Knight, 1983). 
The Kennels Brool,t ·Forniation (Unlt 2 in Figure J.l),_consists of 
gray-~recn and red ·saridstone_s and pebbly sandstones, red siltstones, 
interbedded gray ansJ brown siltstones and mudstones 'with gr.<ty limesto.nes . 
Rt t.h~ top,. These sediments are fluvlatilP.. and were deposited by . . 
braided &trearns and m~<ierin.~~: rivers. The thickness of the Kennels 
. . 
Brook Formation is "V)200 m, hut it ' is only 714 m on . the crest of the 
Anguille Anticlinorium (Figure 3.1). 
The Snakes Bl){ht Formation (Unit 3 in fis;:ure 3~ I) includes basal 
deposits of shales . and sandstones, 'followed upward by thick, bedded 
' ' 
gray sandstone~ black shale and silaceous shale units-,_.folith minor gr<'y 
siltstone, dolomit e , sandy limestone and qua'rtz and dolomitic 
conglomerate. Tl'lese were deposited in a narrow, northeasterly · 
trending, deep lake "V 30 lm long (called Snakes Bight La~e). The 
thicknes s of the formation ranges from 785 m northwest of the~~nakes 
Right Fault to"' -1000 msoutheast of the S~kes Bight Fau l t (see Figure 
3. l). 
The Friars Cove Formation (Unlt 4 in Figure 3.1) conej,sts of a 
' . 
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Gypsu·m/Anhyd ri t~ 
Pre-Carboniferous Basement 
Kennels Brook Formalion 
Snakes Bight Formation 
Friars . Cove Formation 
Spout Falls Formation 
Fischells. Conglomerate 
Ship Cove Formation · 
Codroy Road Formation 
' 
' 
Robinsons River Formation (undividell) 
Jeffreys Village Me.mber 
Highlands Member 
Brow Pond Lentil 
Und 1 vided Barachois Group 







sandstones, siltRt~t\es, and mudstones, local redbeds anti dolomitic 
limestones anJI doloatones. The fl e sedimentt:> represent the -final fill 
of the Snakes Bight Lake, and therefore represent a fluvial-deltaic, 
shallow lacustrine setting. The _average thickness of the Friars Cove 
ForiJI<ltion 1s about 500m, but it thi ckens to as much a 1300 m in the 
northeast Anguille Mountains (Figure 1.1 ). 
The Spout Falls Formation (Unit 5 of Figure 3.1) form.s a - northeastward 
thickening prism consisting of Ha ndstone with minor siltstone in ' the 
south, and minor conglome rate in the central Subbasin. Farther north, 
the Spout Falls Parma tion is replaced by the Fischells Conglomerate 
. (Unit Sa in Figure 1.1). ', The environment of deposition was a sandy 
' 
and fluviatile s~stem that progre~ded southward over the Friars Cove 
Formation. · The Spoi~t Falls Formation is 7RO m thic.k -northeast of the 
. ' 
Snake_s Bight Fault, hut thickens tn 2250 111 west of Codroy Pond 
(southern pRrt of Figure l.l). The Fischells Conglomerate has a 
thickness of 100-150 m· in the Flilt ~y anticline and >2.00 m near Coal 
Brook (Figure 3. l). 
In conclusion, the Anguille Gio~p consists of a sequence of 
non-marine fluviatile and lacustrine stri'! ta lafd dnwn in a generally 
narrow, . tectonicly active h.<lstn. The overall thickness of the 
Anguille Group tn the study area vat;:ie~ between 200 m in the north to 
~4000 m in the southern· end. 
3.2.2 ~e Codroy Group 
_ ./ 
The Codroy Group 1B subdivided into four forllil ti o na. These are 




River Forraation,: and the Woody Cape Fornation (Kni ght, 1983). Of 
these. only the first three are present in the st\llty ar e11 • . 
The Ship Cove Formation (Unit 6 in Figure ).1) cons is ts. rna inly o f . 
limestone with some siltstone, shale and sandsto ne. Thes e sed~~l)_ents 
·were deposited following mar'ine floodln~. in quie t, r~latively deep 
(20-50 m) water • . The forllllltion is only 18-20 ·m · thick.- \ 
The Codroy Road For11111t1on (Unit 7 in Figure 3.1) cons ists mostly 
of . siltstones and mudst~n!s, with some dolomi tes and gyp~um a nd 
.anhydrl.te occurrences. The environment of deposition o.f the Codroy 
Road FornBtlon was mainly an intertidal flat in.the Ro uth a nd extr e me 
north; while 'in the central area, the sediments we re d eposited i n a 
narrow, hypersaline lagoon. The thicknesses are s~1ll, ra ngln~ fr o m 
"- 120 mat Ship Cove to 145 mat Fischells Brook, The main feat u res of 
this formation are the rlecolle~ent it formed when it ove rr ode t he Sh i p 
Cove Formation at the northern terminus of the AnguillP Anticli ne ( ~ ee 
Section 3.2.1?; and the gypsum and a nhydrite deposits-- some of which 
are substantial (Knight, 1983; see Section 3.4 and Fi~ure 3,1). 
Th~ Robinsons River Formtion (Unit 8 in Figure 3.\) ha 8 been 
subdivided into' five members: the Jeffreys Village Member, the 
Highlands Hember, the Mollichignick Member, the Overfa ll~ Brook 
r 
Me mb!!r, and the Brow Pond Lentil (Knight, 1983). These c ombine t o 
give an overall intial thickness of 5-6 km for the Robins ons Rive ro 
Formation. However. the Ho~lichignick and Overfalls Brook Members can 
f;j 
be ignored, since they· occur mostly in the Codroy Lowlann~to the 
. .
south of the study .area. \ 
the Jeffreys Village Member ( Unit 8a of Figure 3.1) consists 
... 
predominantly of red siltstones and sandstones. with some 
con~lomerate. lime stones, shale and IMjoT e vaporite deposits ( see 
, . 
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Section 3.4 and Figure 3.1). · The thickness of the Jeffreys Village 
Member is '\.1400 m, but it may be as thick as 2000-2100 m s~uthwest of 
the Flat Bay anticline,~ 
The Highlands Member (Unit 8b of Fi~ure 3.1) is predomin~ntly 
thick red sandstone with some g1;'ay and yellow sandRtone. There are 
a lao two ..units .of possibl~ marine origin cons.isting of limestone "' nd 
gray to white. sandstone ·and &h'lle. The thickness of the Highlands 
Member has been measured to be 884 m along the coast south of Crabhes 
River. 
The Brow Pond Lentil (Unit 8e of Fip;t;re j.l) consists entirely of 
pink and red, pebbly and . cobbly arkosic grits and sandstone, The 
thickness of this uni~ . is unknown. 
In the St. Geor~e's Bay Lowlands (Figure l,l), the paleoclimate 
was an arid to semiarid, hot clim te. The various mer.ibers were · 
depoait;:ed in a sequence of four stages: 
1) progradation of fine, red ·, alluvial sediments from the 
.southeast and the re~reat of the sea into the northeast 
part of the Subbasin; 
2). widespread expansion of shAllow evaporite conditions in 
the study area, leading "to the salt seque~ces and 
11l"imestones; 
3) thick, non-marine redbeds with thin rMrine sediments 
intercalated, showii\,; a eerie&" of IMrine 
transgreesion/re~ression cycles with regressions becoming 





4) for the Highlands Member only: axial an•il blankete.d hy red 
~ lluvium from the northeast deposited hy meandering rivers. 
In conclusion; the i::odroy Group was deposited during a period of 
'· 
,~Mrine i:nmsgression/regression episodes caused· by tectonic activity 
·within the Snhhasin. This activity caused subsidence,· accounting f or 
the r,reat thickness of the Robinsons River Formation and the .. evAporite 
deposits ot the l ower Jeffreys Village Member. 
3.2.1 
' 
The Ba rachois 
The Barachols Group has been divided 1n.to only .. two units --the 
Sel\rston Formation (in the far south of the Subbest·n) and the 
Undivided 1\arachois Group (Unit 11 in Fi~~:ure 3.1), assumed to. consist 
of both the Seart~ton Formation and the ~coal 111ea·sures" (Knight, 191!1).· 
The BarachoiR ' Group is composed of green-gray to red · sandstone, pebh l y 
sandstone, red siltstone with dark gray to black shaleg- and _mudstones, 
and coal sea.ms (dlsC'uss e rl further in Section 3.4). · The environment of 
deposition was that of meandering river channels with adjacent flood 
plains and backswamps. ·The overall thickness -of the 8aracho1s Group 









3.3 Structural Geol~~y 
The Bay Sc. r.~or~e .Subbasin contains several type.s · of ~tructures. 
Among these are (a) northeasterly trending folds, (b) thrust faults 
and decollement zones, (c) northeasterly trendinp, faults, (d) north-
westerly trending faults, and' (e) east .trendin~~: faults. All of these 
occur in the .area of study (Figure 3,1). 
There are three major 'northeasterly trending folds ' in the area. 
·These .are the Flat Bay Anticline, the Rarachois Synclinorium, and the 
An~uille Anticlinorium {!(night, l9R1). Also, there is a northwesterly 
trending, minor sypcline known as St. ~vid's . S~ncline. 
The .Flat Bay Anticline is a douhly-plunging, anticlinal fold with 
an orientation of 037°T. Away from the fold axis, the overlyinJl: 
. 0 
strata dip as much as 80 locally, but ·dips of 50° are more common.· 
.. 
At the core of the anticline is A basement outcrop, overlain 
'\unconformably by sed-iments of the A~guille. and Codroy Group's. 
To the east of the Flat Bay Anticline is the Barachois 
Synclinorium; a doubly-plunging, open syncline .orien~ed O?.fJ T, Dips 
in, the synclinorium are· moderate (rJ.cf ), but steepen near fault 
' . / ' •  "I • 
contacts. The sedimentary infill .of the_ syncline· is composed of rocks 
of the Hara~;hois· , Codroy, Anguille proups. 
In the southern end· o~ the study ~trea is the northern closure of 
the Anguille Anticlinorium. This anti~iine is cut by the Snakes Bight 
Fault (discussed later), which lies along or near the hinge of the 
anticline~ Both turn fro11 an initial orientation of -v 03cf' to -v07rfJ .at 
. 
~he northern terminus. The Anguille Anticlinorium is coV:ered ~Y 
sediments of the Anguille Group • 
. . 
2 9 
St . David's Syncline is a northwesterly trending syncline with 
dips in the range of 40 ° -50 ° and a plunge o f 30 ° -3 9 °. This syncline 
is a t right angles to the other regiona l-scale folds . This 
configu ration probably results from its p osition between the Flat Bay 
a nd Anguille anticlines . St . David ' s syncline is covered at the 
surfa ce by sediments of the Highlands and Jeffreys Village Members of 
the Robinsons River Formation (Mid- Upper Visean) . 
A decollement zone is developed at the base of the ~edroy Road 
Format ion ( Codroy Group) in the southern end of the study area (Figure 
3 . 1). Thi s formation of fine siliciclas t i cs and evapor,ites overlies 
the more comp e tent limestones and doloston es of the Ship Cove 
Formation . The decollement is evide nced by a z on e of shattered and 
shea r ed r o cks ( Knight , 1983 ). This z one is up to 6 m thick and 
directly overlies the Ship Cove Forma t ion . The decollement was 
probably caused by the Codr oy Road Formation s liding over the Ship 
Cove Forma tion during an episode of upright , harmonic folding . 
There are many high angle faul t s in t h e s t udy area . Only one s of 
significan c e to the overall structure o f t h e Subbasin will be 
discussed h e re . 
Of the northeasterly trending faults , by far t he most important is 
the Long Rang e Fau lt (Figure 3. 1). This fault forms the southeastern 
boundary of t he Subbasin and is a strike-s lip fault oriented fr om 041 ° 
to 052 °. Vertical movement on the fault was on the order of 10 km . 
(Knight , 1983) . This movement wa s necessary to accomodate the load of 






movements is hased on hedding attitudes adj a cent to the fault surface, 
·which dfp steeply away from the fault, and on locally overturned or 
' 
folded beds. 
The Snakes Bight Fault tnul'sec ts the Anguille Anti c li n orium in the 
southern"part of the study. ~rea and is oriented "-' 07Cf!T (Knight, 1_983). 
A ri~ht-lateral displaceme nt of 10 km.a l ong the fault "ts evidenced by 
the displacement of beds of the Angui.lle Group (Figure 3.1). 
The Crabhes Rrook Fault is o~iented at 03~ . and intersects the 
Barachois . Synclinori um <it a n a ngle of zf (Figure 3.1). A downthrow 
of several thousand ~eters oc curred to .the southeas t of the fault, and · 
., 
right-lateral, Rtrike-s lip movement is likely also. 
The on~y tmjor northl.l"e st e rly t ·rending fa ult in the study area is . 
r 
the Sheep Brook Fault in the northPAfitf'r.n part o f the study area 
(Figure 3.1). The fault tn.-I'Ids no r-thward in the northern part 
bordering the Fischells Conglomerate (Anguille Group), then it tu r ns 
southeast until it Tt"A ches the Long Rnnp,e fil.ult. 
A major easterly trending . fi!.ult, called the Shoa l "Po int Fault, 
occurs just north of" the Anguille 'Mountains (Figu're 3.1). This is a 
vertical fault with a downthrow to the north. The inland extent o f 
.. 
the fault is nnknovn, a 1 t:houp,h Kni Rht (1983) shows it t o intersect the 
Crabbes. Brook Fault. It is pos sible , how-ever, that it continues 
. l. .. 
eastward, truncating the Snakes Bight . Pi!. ult and eventua lly r ea chinp, 
the Long Range Fault. 
THe ~ tructural evolutio'\ ·of the Subba!lin is inte rpreted to he the 
result of right-lateral slip along the major northea s terly trendi ng 






(1973) (Knight, 1983), The mil evidence in favor of right-latera l 
wrench tnovements is the en echelon arrangement o f f o ld axes oblique 
to ' the Lo.ng . Range and Snakes Bight faults. It is aho. supported hy 
the 1nterpreti\tlon of northeasterly and northwesterlY' trending faultR 
as synthetic-antithetic conjugate faults (Knight, 1983). Vertical 
movement:R proMhly affPC.tPcl the devel opt>ment of the SuhhAsin later. 
These movements are evidenced by beddtng -attitudes, folds and loe>t l 
slicltenslidlng within the Long Ran~e fault zone, ilnd northeasterly 
arid e<tsterly trending fault:s showing large vertical diRplacements 
(Knight. ~91B).· 
.The geome_try of the fold and fault system is in agreement with 
.. 
the. Wilcox motl~l. The angle of intersection of the northf'!.<lsterly 
tJ;endfng fold ilXes with the mtn wrench faults (the Long Range .and 
Snakes Right faults), the orientil.;tfon -of both 'the northt>..ast.erly and 
·northwestE>rly trending faults,''1And the 1nt:ersect1on angle .of the!t~ 
faults with each other .and . the !-'Onp; Range .a nd Snakes 13_1ght faults a're 
all in ~ ·cccird with the wrench model. 
Tl)~ progre~sim1.of de'formation and localvadations from the 
.strike-slip model were caused by: (a) 'th~ presence of a crystalline 
' basement from Robinsons River northwa.rds acted as a hutress and prevented 
the tl~velop~m~nt- of the more . complex structures of the southern subbasin; 
(b} the presence of ~ncompetent rock units in the Anguille and Codroy · 
Groups promoted folding a s a . mechanism to accomodate shortening; <lnd 
" J 
(c) the presence of a thickening samdstone sequence in the northern 






Knight has concluded that the Bay St. George Subbasin was creAted 
by right-lateral wrench faulting along the Long Range Fault. This 
I 
_occurred in the Late Devonian. Deposition followed and cpntinued 
until the Mid-Pennsylvanian. ·The sediments were folded and faulted 
various times during the 45-60 million year history of deposi tiori, 
resulting in such major features as _the Anguille Anticlinorium, the 
Snakes Bight Faul.t, a·nd the llarachois Syclinorium. Finally, a major 
'"-("?e format ton 
. \ 
episode occurrred, corre.sponding to the Variscan Orogeny, 
p 
·3.4 Evaporite and Coa 1 Deposits -
- .~ -
Evaporite deposits are found in the Codroy Group throughout the 
B:iy St. George ' suhb:\sin. They are the resuit of var1ous !Iarine . 
trilnsgn:-ssion/regression episodes during the de.position of the Cod.;-oy 
Gro•Jp. The evaporites -'lte gypsum, anhydrite, celestite (very minor) 
and sodium and potilssium sal ts (Knight, 1983), · Coal deposits are 
I 
found in the Ba ra chois Group and are the result of backswamp 
environment ~uring deposition, 
There are· severa 1 la r~e, econoJilic deposits of gypsum and anhydrite 
in the northern ar~ of the Subbasin (Knigh~, 1983), Within the study . 
a rea, only 2 ~Mj or gypsum deposits occur. f) One is ;H Fischells Brook, 
with' a total of 10 million tonnes; and the other is at Plaster Pond, 
(Figure 3.1) with a total of 0,5 million tonnes (Figure 3._1). Both of 
these deposits are within the Codroy Road Forlll<;ltion. Smller ·deposits · 
occur in the upper Codroy Road Formation an~ the Jeffre)ls Village Member 
of the Rohinsons R,i ver Formation (Figure 1.1). 
Halite and potash 'deposit~ occur in the Jeffreys Vipa ge Member. 
_. .... .-~-:-··· ---" '" • ' I 
\ 
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( Knight, 1983) . Three drill holes have found substantial deposits of 
sa l t and potash at St . Fintan's, Robinsons, and Fischells Brook 
( Figure 3 . 1) . 
The St . Fintan's and Robinsons deposits occur in the lower 
Jeffreys Village Member at rv235 m depth, and have various 
potassium-rich horizons throughout each salt section . The St . 
Fintan ' s deposit is 120 m thick, of which the lower 70 m is poor in 
salt. The Robinsons deposit has two horizons of salt (104 m and 54 m 
t hick ), separated by 100m of anhydrite and halite-bearing mudstones 
and t hin halite beds (Knight , 1983) . 
The Fischells Brook deposit could be in both the Jeffreys Village 
Member and Codroy Road Formation, although the drill hole only found 
sediments from the Jeffreys Village Member . The qrill hole penetrated 
390 m of salt without reaching the bottom. The potassium-rich zone 
occurs at the top of the salt and is rv6 m thick . Bouguer gravity 
a nomal i e s suggest that the salt body may be a cylindrical plug, with a 
maximum thickness of 1 . 2 km . and a maximum radius of 1 km (Knight, 
1983). This equals a volume of 3500 million cubic meters of salt . 
However, i n c reased occurrence of gypsum and anyhdrite were noted with 
increa sing d r ill hole depth , meaning that this estimate could be high . 
Coal deposits occur exclusively in the Barachois Group (Figure 
3.2) and are , in general, very minor (Knight , 1983) . A maximum 
thickness of 1 . 5 - 4 m has been reported for the Jukes Seam along 
Bara ch o i s Brook . Other seams are much thinner . A recent drill hole 
('DDH5' in Figure 3 . 1) intersected a few seams of only 10-20 em 
thickness 
' s uggesting that the coal seams pinch out away from the main 




In conclusion, there are substantial d~posf.ts of gypsum and sa lt 
in the 'study area, with - thicknesses of> 390-m for the salt anl1 300m 
for the gypsum deposits. All occur in "'.tnits of the lower Codroy 
Group. Coal. depos~ts occur in several l.ocalitiP.s in Harachoi s Group 
sediments of the study area. These coal sea·ms are reiatively thin and 
~re not econoQtically significant at this time. 
3.5 The Pre-Ca rbonl ferous Basement -
Not much is' known about the Pre-Carboniferous hilsement roc \ts of 
.......... . 
the Bay St. George Subbasin • . These rocks occur below Anp;uille Croup 
sediJ!lents and outcrop in only two areas: t~e core · of the Flat Bay 
Anticline and Mpunt Howley (Figure 3.1). 
The basement in the northern Subha.sin . H believed to be from the 
' 
Humber ·tee to nos t ra tigra phic zone of the . Newfoundland . Appalachians 
(iolilliams, 1978). The Humber Zone is compoF;ed of: 
,. 
a) Precambrian 
gneisses, probab·le Grenvilltan. p;ranite's and anorthosites, and Cambrian 
'· .. 
d ab<i·se dikes; b) Cambro-Ordiv1cian clastic and carh~na te r ocks; 
c) transported sedimentary, volcanic, and ophiolitic rocks of the 
. . 
Humbe r Arm Allocthon; d) gre~nschist-grade metasedimentary rocks; and 
e) Late Silurian-Devonian redbeds. 
The basement outcrops of Steel Mountain and Indian Head, located · 
just to the . east and ' West of the north part of the Subbasin, 
respec tively, indicate that · only rock type (a) 18 present in the area 
(Heyl ~nd Ronan; 1954, · Baird, 1954). 'rheref.ore, for the purposes of 
. I 
this ·study, the basement is assumed' to be anorthoe1t1c-gran1t1c in 
·-J 








in these 'complexes are lenses of magnetfte found near both localities 
(Heyl and Ronan, 1954, Baird 1954), which could cause probl ems tn 
th~ gravity and ma~netic interpreta t lon. The 1mpl1c:a tion of these 
basement rocks t ·or the i nterpretation of the gravfty and magnetic fields 
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Chapter 4: Physical Properties (')f the Ol.rboniferous Sescjimentary 
Rocks. and the Pre-Carboniferous Basement 
4.1 . Introduction 
In' potential field modelling, ambiguity in · the solution is alwl\ys 
a probiem _(Skeels, 1947, Al-Chalabi, 1971·~ Jackson, 1972) which ., 
ari'ses from the fact that no unique mathematical solution exists f o[" 
an'y set of potential data. While an infinity. of solutions are 
po~sible, th~ most geologically probable models can be ~htained by a 
sensible application of geologicand physical constraints to the 
model parameters~ · Among the more important constraining p9rameters 
ar:e -density and ~gnetic susceptibility. If the density and tMg~tlc 
susceptibility of a particular body 1n ti)e model can be assumed as 
kno.wn, a much better estimate of the thickness and extent of this 
body\can b~ made from the data. 
In order to constrain the geophysical model for the Bay St. George 
Subbasin, densitt"es and ·magnetie susceptibilities were obtained for 
both the sedimentary rocks within the Subbasin and the inferred 
Pre- Carboniferous basement .• 
A ·weighted density of 2 .~4.!. 0.09 J!,/cm3 has been determi~eci for the 
sedimerttary rocks on · the basis of the measurements. Measurements a"l.so· 
. \ 
indicate that the 1118gnedc susceptibility of the _sediments is 
negligible. 
3 For the basement rocks an avera!(e density of 2_. 72 2:_ 0.35 g/cm was 
determined. Magnetic susceptib~lity measuremetlts · indicate that the 
37 
two different basement types ~ Indian Head and Steel Mountain -
cart be separated by their magnetic sigMture.- since the Steel Mountain 
samples have a significantly different tMgnetic susceptibtlfty than 
Indian Head samples. 
I 
4.2 Methods us,e'd to measure density and magnetic sus c e ptibility 
I 
Density and magnetic susceptibility measurements of AAmples 
fr om the · Bay StGeorge Subhasin were made. 105 samples of 
serl1mentary rocks 'and 132 samples of the Ind11J.n Head and· Steel 
Mountain complexes were analysed. 
D<;> nsities for all samples were dete.rmined using a triple-hea m 
balan c e. The · samples were· w-eighed by attaching them to a len_gth of 
monofilllme nt fishing-line tied to the bottom of the wei ghing pan. 
ThP. sc.ale was then balanced ·to remove the . effect of the mass of th~ 
.lfne~ The weight in air was recorded first, then the sample -we 
su.bmerged in a bucket of water and weighed a~~:af,n. The dif f erence 
between tlies·e two "weights divided by t~e density of wa-ter gives t he volume 
of the sample ln. cub,ic centimeters (em~), a~d the 'in situ' density 
. . 
can easily be determi ned from t:·he relationship 






· p • density of the sample. in g/cm, 
pw • density Df water in g/cm 
M· • mss of the, sampl_e weighed in air in ~rams (g). and a 
M • volume"of the sample in em . w 
3 The density of water was assumed to be 1.000 g/cm • Using this value 
adds an error of only 0.4 % to the density measurement for the range 
betw~n .fcand 3~C(CRC, 1969), which is smilil compared to weighing 
error of 0.03 g (± 1.0 %) in the density cleterm1nations. 
SpeCial problems were encountered in l"'eastirLng the riensity of the 
1 
evaporite samples. Since the samples would have dissolved when 
submerged in w~r, a different li~uid had to be used. I t was 
___ .. .,.r'l 
decided that it. would be Mfest to use 98 mole-pe.rcent methanol 
J 
instead of water -in order to determine the 'in-situ' .density. The 
density_of methanol was determined by two different methods. The 
. 3 
first, hydrometer measurements, gave a density of 0.795.:!: 0.002 g/cm • 
· The second method used a 100 ml graduated c y linder. The cylinder was 
e> weighed without and . then with 100 ml ,of rnethrtno l in it. The mass of 
·the methanol wa.s theR divided by its volume ( 100 ml), to give a 
density of 0.79 _!0.02 ~/cm 3• Th~se va iu~s are close to the accepted 
value of 0.79855 g/cm 3 at 15°C (CRC, ' 1962). Measurements were then 
conducte d on the evaporites as for the other sa mples . Calculations 
we re made uslng equation. 4.1, with p replaced by the flle<~s ured d ensity 
w 






Hagnetir. susceptibility values " for the sedimentary samples wer e 
determined usi"ng the Scintrex Di~ital Magnetic ~usceptihHity Meter 
(Model SH-5~. The meter uses a high-perm.i..a bili ty, 'C'-sha pe<i core 
/ .•. wrapped with wire anti encased in· a re.ctangular nyfon heac:t as a s en3 o r. 
\ 
Tile sensor measures the cUfference in reluctance of the magnetic path 
with and . without a (;ample. _ It then calc~ates the ~~~:n e tic 
susceptibility, whi.ch can be read from an LI':D display on the 
instruments hAse. Values for susceptibility between 100-99,000 X 10- 6 
,, 
±5 .7. cgs units can be measured using this instrument (SM-5 'Users 
Manual, 1980). The SM-5 is suitable for measuring Jl;lnd silmples, hut 
is not very good for measuring s~ 11 samples. Because the ba!iement 
s..-tmples are small cores , :<1 rlifferent methorl had to be used on them. 
l'!agnetic susceptibility values for the basement samples were 
measured using an AC susceptibility bridge construc ted by R. Pa tzold 
\ 
0?72). The bridge measures the susceptibility of drilled cores 2.22 em 
\ 
in dia_meter. The basement samples were originally used in paleomagnetic 
research and were cut into 2,22 em diameter cores fo~ this purpose , 
therefore they were ideally suited for use with the AC bridge. The 
bridge uses a set o f Helmholtz coils and an oscillAtor to create an AC ' 
/ 
field in the sample. The net emf output, ·which is measured hy a set 
of pick-up coils, 1s due to induced magnetization -- w!Jich is a 
measure of the magnetic susceptibility • . Since th~re is a linear 
relati!'H1s hip betwe e n output vol ta ge and susceptibility, the 
I 














k • IIBI'tnetic · susceptibility in cgs unit!!, 
V 1 • output voltage in mV, 
v0 'zero'' voltage in mV, 
S .. sensitivity or gain factor, 
t 
Cf calibration constant io cgs/rnV, and 
.. , 
. hf • ~eight correction factor ' in c~s units. 
lfhe output voltage (V 1 ~ is r 'ead for each sample from 11 digital. 
voltmeter. The 'zero' voltage (V ) is determined by changing the 
- 0 
phase of the oscillator by 90 ° and then 'balancing ' the bridge un t il a 
minimum reading is obtained on the voltmeter. The sensitivity (S) is 
. ,. 
determined by the gain setting, with the bridge being calibrated for a 
gain of 10 ~hence, the division of S by 10 in equat{on 4.2). The , / 
calibration constant (Cf) is determined by placing a current-carrying 
coil in the apparatus. When a small current is applied, the ·coil has 
-6 
·an effective susceptibility (k ) of 2. 36 X 10 cgs units.. The output 
. e 
voltage obtained when 'this coil is used is then divided into k to 
e 
give the calibration constant. _The height correction factor ~hf) is 
' neeried because the samples are not of a consta-nt height, and 
therefore not of a constant volume •. These factors were taken from ' a. 
graph prepared b~ R. Patzold (1972; p. 25). Errore in euscepti~Uity 
measurements using the . bridge ranp;e fro111 3 % to 10 % (R. Patzold, 1972, 
-6 
p . 28). However, since susceptibilities in the ·range of 10' X 10 are 
negligible in magnetic modelling·, the error is c.loser to 5 %. 
' 
. . '-.. 
~1 
, '4. 1 Physical Properties of the Sedimentary Samples 
Density and Ma~netic susceptibility measuremerlts were done using 
' representative samples of sedimentary rocks collect:e'\ hy 1. Kni,11;ht ~nd 
. " .. , 
C. C. K. Fong between 1973 and 1975 in the Bay St. r,eotfte. Subhasiri an~ 
~ _,..--
obtained from the Mines- & Energy core storage building in Torbay, and 
on samples from a drill hole drilled by Lon1,year in 1983 for Memoria l 
University. (For the l ocation of the drill hole , (DDH-5), se e. Figure 
3.1.) b.ho, san\ples of haUte, gypsum, a'nd anhydrite from the Bay 
. St. George Subbasin provide~ by the Minerai Developme~t Divisio n of 
Mines & ' Ener~y and I. Knight were measured. 
Each sample was identified with respect: to group, for~tion a nd / or 
member, and general lithology. · One~ the data was collect;ed, a 
systematic evaluation of the den~ity of each rock unit wa,s performed. 
For the An~uille and Co9roy Groups, the per.cent composition by genera 1 
lithology for each formation and/or member was obtained from Knight . 
(1983). For the Barachois Gr~up, a 11 tholo~y log of the rocks fr om 
the Longyear drill hole (DDH-5) was used to obtain the percent 
. 
constituency of each rock type (S. Solomon, 1984). Then the overall 
density .of each member or formation was calcula't:ei.:l by yeightinp; the. 
avera~e · density obtained for each rock type within the unit by lts 
-) 
percent composition . In this manner, densities were obtained for 
each rock. unit. An estimate of the overall density of each group , 
was obtained by uslng th'e thickness of each formation (from Chapter 3) 
as a weighting factor for the density. Table 4.i shows the resulting 
densities .for each formation and group, along with the ·standard 
deviation of the samples from each unit. 
' 
' I \• 
. ' 
42 ' . 
. Table 4.1: Densi t ies ca l cu la ted for each sedi me n t ary u nit 
. Densit y value s are mean sta nrtard .devia t ion 
(I - .ntimbe r o f sa mples) 
Geologic 
. Un~t 
Group For m tion Member Ma p unit I Den s i ty( g/cm ) 
Anguill e Kennels Brook 
-
2 2 2 .58 0.1 1 
Sna kes Bight 3 2 2 . 67 0.10 
Friars .Cove 4 6 2.67 0. 04 
Sp out Fa lls 5 4 2 . 59 0 . 04 
Fis c hells Cong. Sa 2 2.32 0.03 
~ngni lle (a verage) •••• • •••• :• ••••... ~. fi3 0 . 06 
··~ u ·· 
Ship 6 2. 72 (). 03 Cod r oy Cove - 2 l ) 
Cod roy Roa d 7 6 2. 48 0 . 14 
Rohinsons Rive r 
' 
J e ffr eys VU ,l&ge ·Ba lJ . 2. 40 0.09 
' Hi ghlands 8b . 7 2. 53 0 .1 3 
Br ow Pond Lentil · 8e . ] 2 . 58 0 . 0] 
Cod r oy· (ave rage ) •••.• · •••••••••••••• ~ .47 0 . 09 
Ba rachois Sea rs ton 9 5 2. 51 0~08 . 
Upper Seri es 10 33 2. 56 0 . 08 
B<trach o i s (a v e ra ge) ••• • . •••. •• ••• • •• . 2.54 0 . 08 
Evporites a nhydrit e 2 2 . 97 o·.o3 
gyps um 2 2. 28 0 .03 












As expected, the mnre deeply / buried Atlguille Group had the highest 
I 
dens! ty (2 .63 + 0.06- g/cm ~ of ihe th;ee groups. The Codroy •Group 
- . i . ... , t. 
had the lowest dens~ty' (2 .47 +./0.09 g/cm~ due to ·a: i'~~ '-~alue for 
: --: ·. ,, .· - ,(~J· ., v .... 
the relatively thick Robinsons River Formation. •The evaporite. samples 
. 3 
had mf';umred densities of 2.18 + 0.03 g/cm for the salt, ?.28 ~0.03 
g/cm3 for the gypsum, and 2.97 ± 0.03 g/cm3 for the anhydrite. The 
weighte_d average density of the sediments in the area of the Barachois 
Synclinorium was calculated to ·be 2.54 + 0.09g/cm3 • 
0 
Magnetic susceptibility measurements of the sedimentary rocks were 
also done. However, since the values of su~cepti hili ty were less than 
LOO X 10-6 cgs units, the Scintrex SM-5 meter could not measure a 
' · 
v~lue. Therefore. the effective magnetic susceptibility of the sedimentary 
sectior\ is assumed ~ negligible for the purpose of. magnetic modelling. 
The AC susceptibility bridge was not used because the samples were not 
· 2.22 em diameter cores. 
., 
4.4 Physical Properties of the Pre-Carboniferous Samples 
Density and magnetic suS<CeptibiU.ty measur~ments were done on 
'anorthositic samples from the Indian Head and Steel Mountain cornple~s 
collected by G. S. Murthy in 1974 . The co~pl~xes, as mentioned 
earlier in Chapter 3, are Grenvillian gneisses and i~neous intrusives 
of an<?rthositic-granitic character (Murthy ani Rao, 1976). 
The 'average density of the 89 Indian Heal samples was 2.68 + 3 0.07 g / c m. 
Thes e sar~~p l es were very .regular, with only 16 .. % falling outside the 
range of 2.60 to 2.75 g/cm 3 (see Fi;ure 4.1). 
- . 
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Figure 4.1 Histogram of frequency of densities for Indian Head and 
Steel Mountain samples. 
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The averi\ge density of the 43 Steel Mountain samples was 2.83 + 0,34 
3 
g/cm • The high stand.Hd tjeviation of the Steel Mountain samples 
.-
results from so~e uriusually · high-density samples, with values up to 
3 : 0 
4.27 g/cm recorded. These samples have an unusually high ma~,netite 
content, and could be related to lenses of magnetltatftat occur in 
the area (Baird, 1954). The range of Steel Mountain density values ts 
• 3 
from 2.60 to 4.27 g/cm, with only 55% lying ·wtthin the range of 2.60 
to 2.7) g/cm3• The rest of the samples have denSitie~ greater 'than : 
2. 75 g(cm 3• The average density of the inferred baseraent. is 2. 72 .±: 0,36 
I 3 I 3 . g em • giving a density contrast of -0.11'3 g em with the sedimentary . 
Rection. 
Susceptihility measureMents of the Indian Head samples · show that 
-6 80 %lie in the range of 0-100 X 10 cgs units (Figure 4.2) --i.e. 
\l 
80 % oi . the Indian He11d samplt>s lie in the ranl(e of the · sedimentary f, 
· s~ectio}and are therefore of n7gligible susceptibility. - 'l'he rMximum 
observed magnetic susceptibility for these samples was 1836 X J0-6 cgs 
units. 
Steel Mountain rMg'}etic suRceptlbllity measurements showed much 
• 
-6 more sc.a tter (Figure 4.2), with a range of 5:->6000 X 10 · cgs unl ts. -• 
For three of the samples, the_ suscept~bility values were · too hi~h to 
be measured hy the bridge,' and one ' s.,mple had ·to be cut into s disk 
-6 only_ O. 56 em thick before ·a value of 7668 X 10 cgs ··units could 
be ohtaln~o. Only 36% of the St ee i Mountain samples have 
.. 
- -6 
· susceptibilities lesR than . lOO X 10 cgs units, while 23 %of. the 
. .. -6 . 
samples are greater than 5000 X 10 cgs units (Figure 4.2)• 
· The denRlty and ~mgnetic susceptibility hist~grains show the 
• 
d1.st1nct difference between the Indian Head and Steel Mountain 
samples, even though the 11thnlog1.es of the samples are similar. 
I 
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Figure 4.2 Histogram of frequency of magnetic susceptibilities for 
Indian Head and Steel Mountain samples. 
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samples • The Indian Head samples are generally grouped toward the 
left-half ( low susceptibility end) of the graph and are all below the 
3 1 . J. OO g/ cm 1ne . The Steel Mountain samples , however , are spread out 
over t h e entire graph . 
If t h e graph is divided into zones ranging from ' low ' to ' high ' 
density and susceptibility (see Table 4 . 6 ), a histogram of the percent 
tota l number of samples versus zone can be drawn (Figure 4 . 4 ), showing 
that t he Indian Head samples are skewed t owards the l ow susc eptibility 
end (zones A- C) and that the Steel Mountain samples are shifted 
towards the higher susceptibility end ( zones G- I ). From this , it can 
be concluded that the Steel Mountain samples are of ' a higher 
susceptibility t han samples of similar lithology from Ind ian Head . 
Assuming that t he Bay St . George Subbasin is underlain by basement of 
both t he Indian Head and Steel Mountain types , areas of higher 
magnetic anomaly are very likely to be underlain by Steel Mountain 
basement type. Hence, these baseme t types can be separated and 
delineated in a magnetic modelling process . Density values could not 
be used to s eparate the two basement types b ecause the standard 
devi ation of the Steel Mountain samples is so high that t he two 
density values - those of Steel Mountain and Indian Head - are 























All densities in g/cm ~ All mgnetic 
susceptibilities in. CRS units x 10 
(lH • India·n flearl, SM .. Steel . Mquntain) 
Range in Ha~netic 
. Suscept1.b111ty 
Number of Samples 
IH SM Total 
II; 100 
. k 100 
k 100 
lOb-- k 700 
___.--J.PO k 700 
(\ . · IOO k 700 
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Figure 4.4 Histogram of freq uency of samples in Zones A- I 
(Table 4.2) for the basement samples. Percentages 
based on number of samples in each zone pAr e ach 
of Indian Head and Steel Mountain rocks. 
· (i 
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Chapter 5:. Computer Programming far Gr-avity and Magnetic Modelling 
S. i Introduction 
: I _ _, .. 
.. This chapter discusses the programmin~ nsed to per~orm the gr-'lvity 
and· magnetic modell.ing of the Bay St. George Carbonifer:ous Subbasin • 
. The gravity1 modelling consist~ . of a _2 .5-D inversion -procedure and 3-D 
. forward modelling metlioti, The 2.~-D inversion la a new leaBt-o;quares 
procedure based on the ideas -of Bott ' (1960) -and the for111ulation of 
Rasmussen and Pe.dersen (1979). ·Th1s procedure was tested· extensively 
and it was found to give good re.sults .for several simple and complex 
models. However, it 'was discovered · that dissimilar situations could 
glve nearly · identici!.l inverse models becaus.e the gr;avity anomalies 
were nearly identical in shape and amplitude. A thr'ee.,..d l111ensi'ona l 
' _)
/ ..... ~ 
modelling program based· on Talwani 11nd Ewing (1961) was written an'd 
tested. A 3-D magnf'ticR modell,inS( program based on Talwani ( i96S) was 
also written and tested. 
/ 
5.2 Two-Dimensional, Least-Squares Gravity Modelling 
Geophysi'c~al inv_erRion involves the estimation of the PArameters of 
-. 
an Earth model from a set of .observations~ In _par,ticular; p,rllvity . 
modellin~ requires the use· of gra .vity anolll~Jlies in ordt:r to determine 
the. dimensions ' and/or density of a moclel. When compared with forward 
modelling, gravity inversion has the advantage of beinp; relatively 
52 
fast compared with the trial and error process of forward modelling • 
. , 
The main problem with the inverse techniques is a la.ck of control by 
the interpreter over the final .solution which often leads to models 
which are not ~e.ologically ·feasible. The use Of constraints based ·on 
geological or other geophysical . evidence is a useful method of 
controllin~ the inoerse solution. However, even the con~traints do 
not eliminate the problem of nonuniqueness which is ·inherent in all ( ·. 
matheou tical solutions to potential field problems. 
There are many Cyi)es of gravity inversion techniques which can be 
applied to an anomaly to obtain a Model. Perhaps the simplest t o 
under!ltand and apply is the least-squares technique. Lea s t-squa re·s 
· techniques search for a minimum of the following equation 
(Marquardt, 1963): 
N 2 
£ ~ E (y - y ) 
i .. l oi · ci 
(5 .l) 
where is c;he sum ; of the squares of the difference between t he 
observed (Y
0
{ and the calculated (Yc:f values at all ·point s N. 
Eqllat1on 5.1 is evaluated after each itera tion until the mlntmum 
• 
' is found. · For the gravity case, N is 'the number of stat1ons,Y0 i is th~ 
. th 
observed gravi.ty at the i station, and Veils the .ca lculate d gravity 
/ 
at that same stationj Y~ is a function of the model para meters and the 
I 
I 
equations or kerne.ls used to determine tlle anomly at a given · 









corners and density, are adjusted at each iteration until 11 g l oM 1 
f • 
minimum to Equation 5.1 is found and a "best-fit" model is produced. 
· This procedure has heen applied to the direct inversion of gravity 
anomalies by many authors, the first heinr, M.~.P. Hott in 1960. 
Bott used equally-spaced (digitized) gravity anomalies . to 
d~tennine the geometry of a sedimentary basin. Th.e technique 
calculated the thickness of two-dimensional rec'tan,gular blocks of ·a 
.. sin~le density contrast be!l~a .th each grrtvity station a .long ;:t prof~le, 
• 
with the width of each ·block equal to the station spaCing; i.e. the 
I> 
blocks were all the s~me width and centered below each s,tation, and 
each block being of the same density contrast. The initial thicknes s 
of each block was determined by the relation (~ott, 1960) ... 
·gobs . . 
cs .2a> 
where t is the calculated thickness in ·lcm, ·gobs is the observed gravity 
. 3 . 
at ea·ch station in mGal, 1'1 is the density contrast in g/cm , ;and the 
" ,p 
number 41.9 represents the product 21rGS, where G is the universa·l 
gravitational constant, and Sis scaling factor which takes care of 
discrepancies in units. The chan~e in thickness of the each bfock was 
calculated usin~ the Infinite 11L\b formula (Bott,l960) 
( (5.2b) 
where Clg is the residual gravity· (calculated - obserVed), and the 
-








was adjusted by its respective change .in thickness, then the 
contribution of all the blocks was calculated at each station. A 
residual was then determined~ and the process continued until ·a 
' ' . 
minimum sum of squared residuals was found. 
Rott's technique, although simplistic, proved td be effective in 
estimating the' depth and shape of sedimentar{basins. Other authors 
(Corhf!to,l965, , Qureshi and ·Mula,l971, and Al-Chalab1,197Ib) have 
!~proved Bott's basic technique by using: (a) undigitized data, and. 
(b) 2~0 ~odies .of polygonal cross-sec.tion that more closelz 
approximate geolo,:~;ic· bodies. However, there are problems with Batt's 
technique, Aside from the usual problems of gravity inversion, the 
use of the 2-D approxime t 'ion could add 'aoprecia ble error. Since the 
.: 2-D methods assume an infinite · strike-length perpendicular ·to the 
at:tomly profile, bodies calculated for areas with relatively short 
strike-lengths could he too .shBllow. If finite strike-length were 
taken tnto accaunt through the use of end-corrections· to the 2-D 
. _) 
approxim t·ion, much better estimates of thickness and morpholo~y · could · 
be'made f,rolll the gra·vtty anomalies .• 
s:J 2.5-D Gravity Modelling and a Comparison to 2-D Modelling 
... 
In 1979,_ Rasmue.sen and Pedersen developed an equation by which 
end-corrections could be calculated for 2-0 gravity models, thus 
creati.ng the 2.5~0 gravitymetho<\t The method is called "2.S-D" 





pqlygonal shape is ilaintained along strike. The end correction9 
'subtract' the effects of "he mass contained within the the 2-D 
t polygon outside the given strike~length, thereby correctin~ th~ 
c<Ilculated gravity along the pro(lle. 
In order to illustrate ~h~ effect of finite strike-length on the 
c<Ilcnlated gr.:tvfty at a point along a profile, a computer program 
based on the Rasmussen a nd Pedersen (1979) formulation was written in 
the FORTRAN language (see Appendix 2.1 for a program listinlo'(). The 
grilv~ty an-omaly along a profile for various strike-lengths was 
-. 
calculated. Figure 5.1 is a plot of the resul~s for a · rectangular 
block 3 km w1.rle, 1.5 km thick, with the top buried at a 2 km rl.epth and 
. . 3 . . . . . 
havtn,g a density contnBt of +0.10 g/cm • ·For each different 
strike""'len~~h,_ the body was s)'llimetric·, i.e. the total strike-length of 
, ; ... .. 
the hody was evenly. divided on e.<~ch side perpendictJlar to the profile. 
For comparison, a 2-D profil·e calculated by equations from Grant ·and 
· West (1965) for -a block with the ,:;arne dimensions but having infinite 
strike length is also shown.. Only fot strike-len,gths > 7.5 times the 
width of the hody· is th~ rmxim~m 2-D anormly within 5 %of the 2.5-D 
anomaly, showing thllt the 2-D &pprmd.matio.n would not have been valid for 
shorter · strike-lenp;ths;· · However, is. width the most impo.rtant factor 
. ~~ . 
to consider when deciding between 2-D ~n-:1 2 .5-~ _modellinJi; techniques? 
A . . comparison of the e ffect 9n th.e 2.5- D gravity calculation of 
VRt'iRble thickness, width, and depth of burial Of bodies \0138 
conducted. Fig11re 5.2 is a plot of percent of the~maxi.mum, 2~D 
anomaly ~ lr.ul!l ted for that block veteus the . changing lengths of the 
vAriable!! • . Two conclu~ tons can. he dra wn fr orq these res1.1lts: (t) that 
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Figure 5. l Effects of finite strike -length on gravity profiles. 
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Figure 5.2 Effects of variable width, thickness, and depth of 
burial on 2.5-D gravity calculations for the 
strike-lengths that are (a) 10 times, (b) 5 times, and (c) 
2.5 times the length of the varible (width, thickness, or 
depth of burial). 
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a.ll three variables are less important when their lengths are greater; 
r~nd (2) while all three variables are affected by finite 
strike-length, the depth of burial appears to be the . most sensitive. 
·Telford, et.a 1'. (1976, p.66) suggest that a body is two-dimensional 
when the strike-length 1s ~nty (20) ti~ee all other dimension's. 
Based on Figure 5.?,, if the strike-length is ten ( 10) times the 
largest dimension, the 2-D approximation is within 10 :t of the actua 1 
gravity value. There'fore, any depth esti1Mtes· using a 2-D gravity 
inversion procet:Hs on data· 111eetlng the '10 X' criteria will have a J9% 
... 
oft less error associate<! with them. f o r data where the s t rike-J ength 
is less than 10 times the larg~st boriy dimension, the errors will be 
la rge't'. 
5.4 2.5-D Inverse Gravity Program 
A 2 .5-D gravity inversion program ".ras written based on the 
equa tiona of Rasmussen and Pedersen ( 1979) (see, Appendix 2.?. for a 
.. program listing). · A flowchart for the program is 'shown in Figure 5.3. 
The program reads in gravity· data a}ong a profile -and parameters for. 
. ' 
an ''f.nve rsion. a nd ca lculates the .single densi.ty contra st model that 
f1ts th~ observe4 data within an error cr •. cr (vari,able SIGMA in the 
program) iS B OUlllber chosen' SUl!h that the lllean of, the residualS is ' 
cloRe to zero and the standard .deviation of the residuals is < 0.5 mgal 
• 
- the error in the' gravity observatio·n.s. Iterations of' the progra111 · 
continue until the value of the sum of the squared residuals ( t of 













ts leoO than 0 , or •hen the oombet of lt era t io n• r::a ter tl~ n a 
specified maximum number of itera ttorts (NKOUNT in the program). These 
~ 
conditions can be expressed mathematically as 
o > E, and (5.3a ) 
(5. Jb) 
If condition S.3b is reached before 5.3a, the values of E (which were 
J 
stored in a .data file) are analy\erl tq see if a minimum had been reac'hed 
that w,a s grca tcr than o , or if no minimum had been reached. If a minimum 
was reached, the value of a is set. equal to .the ·minimum -and the p~:ug~:am 
· is run· again to p~:oduce the best fi t model. If no minimum was reached,. 
then the best fit lll.ilXimum nutnbe'r of .-.tterations is increased to a 
sufficient {lumber for condition 5•3a to be 'met. An initia 1 model· ·ls 
... 
obtained by calculating a thi~kness based ..on the infinite slab formula 
(EquatioQ 5.2) for the body at' each gravity statio~·, with llg being · 
equal to the observed gravity for this initial mod_el. ·The body· is 
then n~mbered clockwise starting at . the top. left-hal)d corner to . 
~ive a body with polygonal cross ... ilecti.on (Fi~ure 5.4)~· The gravity 
- effect Of the' ·body .is then calculated at -each· station location using 
the Rasmussen and .Pedersen equations. 
'The z-:-coordinates Of the model are .adjust'ed after each itera.tlon· 
. usit:~g the infinite slab formula (Equation '>.2) wit;h the vali.Je of the 
res!dual, lip;, ··defined "as 
· , 
~6g"' Yoi- Yci 
4 









where y ~~is . the observed g_ravi ty ·gm vi ty at station 1, Y ci is the 
. . . 
calcul11.ted gravity at station 1, ftnd N is the number of stations. 
The changes in thickness obtained from Equ.-Hion 5.2 are 'smoothed' by. 
a bell curve of the form 
2 
W= COS 1/2.0 (5 .. 5) 
· centered at each station location, with ·w being the calculated weight 
(;. 
·at a location away_ hom the center of the . beil · curve, and 
(5.6) 
where f>x is the distance from the center point to the weighted point 
.and .WIDTH is the half-:width of the bell curve. The value of WIDTH w,1s 
set at 5 km after testing ~howed thil.t this valu·e gave good c onv·~rgence 
without deforming the larger features determined . by the inversion. 
The calcul~ted weight, w, is then multiplied by the t; t of the center 
point to give the · contribution of U1e cent.ral t> t . at the weighted 
. pofnt (f> t2f)• . ~ litii'S are. SUI!IIIed Bt each point and then t\le SUM iS 
added to· the original thickness change at that point·• This total is 
the adjusted thickness c;:han~~:e (/:; ta) at that point. The t; ta' s are · then 
·added to the previolls thicl!-ness at each st~a-..!~~.}o give the new 
thlckri~ss for the n~xt iteration~ . 
·The purpos e of the smoothing Is to di~t~ibute the con~ribution of 
the . depth below each -g~avity s_ta t1o~ a mong the neighboring •dep.th 
point,.s; The calculated gravity at each station is calculated from 
the entire body, but .mas.s near the obs~rvation ~oint has 'more effect 






gravity i't also affects the residual gr.avity (t4g), and therefore, by 
l!quatiorl '5,2, the thickness·ad.1ustment. Distrihuting the .c.alculated 
changt> in thickness (llt) at any one station over the neighborin~ 
stations h a 1,1ay of considering the contribution of neighboring mass 
/ 
to the calc.ulat'ed gravity when evaluating llt, 
The nev body attained after smoothing. is used for the next 
. ' 
iterati\)n and the process is continued until either condition 5~3a or . 
. I ' . . 
condition 5.3b are met, in which ca .se the. c:!kta and the calculated 
. model are written into a data file and the standard deviation and ~he 
me~n of· the residuals are calculat~d. If th'e standard deviation and 
ll!ean are unsatisfactorY. (Miller, 1977), ·a new a .is cho~en and the 
program is run again. 
Another feature of the program not discussed above is the ability 
to apply constraints to the z-coordinates calculated by the program, 
At each data point, the z-coordinate may he: (a) allowed to evolve 
without c~nstr.aints.- (b) constrained to lie within a certain depth 
r_ange. · or (c) constrai~ed to a particular depth, Whole bodies l'lliiy 
also ·be constr~tined to lie below a· certain depth 't _ The 
constraints · would be applied in the cas-e drt 11 hole • 
or other geophysical knowledge abou_t the ·area of 
The adv!lntal"(es and d1sadva_ntages of this mode 
·will be. 






5,5 Testin~ the 2,5-D Gravity Inversion Program 
Testw were conducted to check the accurRcy of solutions ~erived by 
the 2 .'s-o gravity "inversion pro~ram for different shaped bodies. 
The~~ shapesranged from' s)mple, rectangular blocks to complex • . . 
basement topography. Data for the tests · were ~eneraJ;ed usin~ the 
2 •. 5-D forward model11ng program. This· da.ta was then inverted and the 
resulting model was compared to the ori~inal mddel. In all cases, the 
bodies were S)'llletric .. ioeo t'f-te stri\<.e-lengths on either · side of the 
x-axis were'equal. Ad'ditional tests (not shown here) ~ive similar 
bodies were symmetric, i.e; the strike-lengths 'on either sid~ of the 
x-axis were equal. A.dditional tests (n.ot sh.own here) give s'imilar . 
results for as}'111metr1c bodies·. In addition, a comp~rision o~ the 
2 .5-D inversion program to a similar 2-D p~ogram was undertaken to 
show the effect of finite str.ike-le~ths on the ~nversion process. 
Figure s·.s shows the results. for four different simple bodies. 
The important parameters for each body, includin~ strike-length, 
·density ·c~ntrast, and depth of burial, plus the results of the 2 ,5:_0 
inversion are sumniarized irt Table 5.1. In each ·case, the 
strike-length. and den~>ity of .eaeh body were assumed known f.or the 
<inversion. · 
A comparison of either models S.5A and 5.5b, or models S~Sc and 
S.Sd, shows the importance of having as .. many data poi n ts a s possible 
ov.er the body·. In both cases, the greater number 'of ~ ta points over 
th~ body make models 5.5h and 5.Sd fit 'the original mode.ls hett~,r than 
their counterparts (5.';a and 5.5c)• Note thAt S.'id rloesn't fi t it's 
original model ils wd1 as S.Sb fits its original raodel. This Clln be. 
attributeq t9 the relative narrolfllees of the F'ravlty anomaly of .the 
\ 







Density Depth of Strike-
Body Contrast Width Thickness Burial length 
1 +0.10 10 2 0 100 2.81 
4.40 
2 +0 . 15 2 3 0 30 1.98 
2.95 
3 -0.15 20 5 0 30 6.57 
6.96 









39 -0 .040 
11 0.015 
20 -o .028 
5.5. 3 
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Figure S.Sa True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
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Figure S.Sb True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
wide block (Body #1 with 11 stations ovP-r hn~v, _ 
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Figure S.Sc True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
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Figure S.Sd True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
narrow block (Body #2 with 10 stations over body). 
20.00 23.00 






second body, as the inverse prtcedure has difficulty fittinJO: a model 
to high amplitude, nllrrow wavelength anomalies. Much better results. 
an! obt~lined for wider bodies because there is more 'room' to place 
mass by increa'sing the - depth of the bod~. , 
., 
Models S.Se and S.Sf illustrate the,· problem of side-lob~s. These 
4 
s 1,de-lobes are created at the edge ·of · the gravity. 111odel to h-. lp 
compensate for a sudden ·~ck .of mass' just off the edges of the 
profile~, Since the body is assumed to lie within the c~fines of . the 
profile, bodies whir:h start and e'nd on the edges of" a profile often 
cauee large side-lathes~ · Note that inverted model S.Sf fits better 
on(th~ right side than model 5,5e. The reason for the improvement 
' was an extension of the second x-coordinate of the inverted body by 
S. km, illustrating how · seemingly minor ch.anp,es can greatly affect the' 
resul~ing model. An adjustment of this type shouldn't be done unless' 
t~ere is geologic or geophysical evidence to support the adjustment. 
Bodies whi"ch' start· and/or en·d beyond the edges of the gravity 
profUe ·also cause side-lobes, although these are very small when 
c-ompared "to those· mentioned . previously. 
. . 
~-
Figures 5.~~ and S.Sh show 
. . , 
. .. . ' . . . . . 
the s 'uhstantial diUerence between the side-lobes ·of a_ body whose 
edges are at the edges of the pr~file (5.5g)~ and those of a body 
whose edges are outside the edges of the. profile · (5.5h); 
The only way to eliminate or red.uce the mgnitude of the 
side-lobes is to extend the profile off both edges of the body so that 
the body is contained within the profile limits. This not only 
redllces or eliminates the side-lobes • . i _t also provides a larger data 
::> 
set over the area and a better model. 
The next tests were conducted using dipping prisll!s for the . 
original bodies. Table 5.2 shows the parameters and results of the 
I •· .:: 
·. 
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Figure S.Sf True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
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Figure S.Sg True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
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Figure S.Sh True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
40 km wide block (Body U 3). 
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,.2: nd r ult for dippiQ~~t pri -~ 1 di tane a 
re in kilometers . All densities in g/cm • 
Densi t y Depth of Strike- Number of 




3 0 37 10 4. 99 60 -0 .073 0.288 
4.99 30 -o .043 0.292 
Table 5.3: Parameters and results for a burie~ body. All distances 
are in kilometers. Density in g/cm • 
Depth of Strike- Ntnnber of 
Burial length Width Iterations Mean Variance 
-
0.50 5 10 3.76 4 0.015 0.221 
1.00 4.30 7 -o.096 0.243 
1.50 7.87 10 -0.210 0. 416 
2.00 11 .90 22 -o .467 0.469 
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inversion. For dips in oppoaite diret:tions, the shape of the bodies· 
~ 
· were not well defined (Figure · 5.6) • but the depth estimates· were 
satisfactory. Al~o, while a dtp angle cannot be determinea . from the 
. ' ' 
inverted model. the asymmetry of .these modelli ~ives the direction of 
dip • . wit.h the ·model's 'peak' skewed ~o the up-dip side. 
Several .slmple. geologic models . were t 'ested next. The fira.t model 
,. considered was the qasement ste.p or vertical fault model. Figure 5.7a 
shows the anomaly and inverted model for a basement step mode( with a 
vert:f,cal _thro~: of 3.5 km. The calc\llated depths tJ the upper and 
J. 
lower basement are in very good agreement wi.th the ori~inal mod~l. 
The res~lting .model for the basement step was compared to a slopi~g 
basement model • . Figure 5.7b shows the inverted slope model. The 
depth estimates of the lower basement and slop·e 1118tch the original 
model. A comparison of the two resulting models shows that th~y ar~ 
distinguishable by the 2 .5-D p;ra11ity inversion procedure. However. 
distinguishability is not always attainable from the inversion 
procedure. Figure 5.8 shows that ba.sement step a'nd basement con.tact 
models could generate very · similar anomalies. making it impossible for 
• 
the inversion program to distinguish between the models. i .• e. a 
basement contact may . be mist.ak.e.nly interpreted as a normal fault or 
sloping bas?ment. Magnetic anomalies of the same Area may help define 
the correct model. A ~tl!'lilar situatio'il may o~cur for normal and 
reversed faults of equal. but opposite, dips and equal throws. 
Figure s.q illustrates this problem well, as the inverted models are 
indistinguishable. 
A . test .to determine how well the invers~on procedure could define 
a buried body was conducted. As b~fore, the strike-length and density 
contrast were assuaed known. The depth of .!Nrial was vad:ed ~nd the 
/ 
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Figure ). / a True and calculat ed models and gravi ty fit fnr a 
basement step. Hatchured body is the true model. 
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Figure 5.8a True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
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Figure 5.9a True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
normal fault. 
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Figure 5.9b True and calculated models and gravity flt for a 
reverse fault. 
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~·· results are listed in Table 5.3 and illustrated in Figure 5.10. All 
of the inver~ed models were the proper shape. however. the deeper 
bodies were thicker, as· more mass was necessary to flt 1 the anomaly. 
As a final tes.t of the ~ .~-1) inverse program. four irregular 
polygons were used. The calculated and 'obs~rved' anomalies. and th.e 
true and calculated models are shown in Figure 5.11. a-d .• The fit was 
r good for all four models, although some of the finer details can't be 
seen in the calculated models. These small ~eatures could possibly 
. be detected 1-f more data points w;ere included in the profile over 
· these features. 
From the above tests, it can be concluded that the developed 2.5-D 
• 
gravity inversion procedure is a viable: one. Several important 
conclusions about the procedure resulted from the testing. These are: 
l) Use as many data points as possible along the profile; 
2) Smail width anomalies are difficult to invert prop~rly; 
3) Side-lobes at the edges of the inverted. model can be 
eliminated or reduced if the edges of the gravity 
profile are totally outside the body edges; and 
4) Unlike situations giving anomalies of similar magnitude 
' 
.. 
and sha-pe will produce nearly the same model. as shovn 
•, 
above with basement step and basement contact models • 
. , 
A 2-0 gra•lty inversion progrsa aisllar to t~e 2.5-D procedure waa 
.. 
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Figure S.lOa True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
body buried at 1 km (zdepth ~ 0.5 km). Hatchured 
body is the true model. 
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Figure S.lOb True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
body buried at 1 km (zdepth m 1.0 km). Hatchured 
body is the true model. 
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S.lOc True and calculated models and gravity fit for a 
· body buried at 1 km (zdepth ~ 1.5 km). Hatchured 
body is the true model. 
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True and calculat~d models and gravity fit for a 
body buried at 1 km (zdepth · .. 2.0 km). Hatchun~ d 
body is the true model. 
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Fi gure S.lla True and calculated models and gravity fit for an 
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Figure .S.llb True and calculated models and gravity fit for an 
irregular polygon. Hatchured body is the true model. 
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Figure S.llc True and calculated models and gravity fit for an 
irregular polygon. Hatchured body is the true model. 
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Figure S.l2b Gravity and narrow block model. 
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Figure 5.12d Gravity and buried body model. 
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1 nversion process (see Appendi_x 2. 3 for a program li!'Jting). Four· 
bodies were· chosen for the iit'ver~ion: a wi~e l)lo~, a ..qarrow block, a 
basement step, and a buried blb.ck (see Figure 5.12). In all cases t he 
·I 
·density contrast and "the depth of burial were assumed known. For the 
2.5-D inverse, the strike-length w.as also known. Taole 5;4 summarize 
' ' the results of the testin~. · The testing consisted of g_enerating gravity 
profiles for the bodies ~sing the 2. 5-D f~rw.ard modelling~ program and 
the various strike-lengths, then .inverting the profiles using both the 
2-D and 2 .5-T> inversion _programs. In Ta·ble 5.4 the last column, givi~g 
the calculated thickness at th.e center of the body, illustra tes that 
the decre.llse in strike-length and the accompanying reduction in the 
amplitud\ of the anomaly eaused the 2~ inverted models to become 
/ . 
successively shallower for successively shorter 'strike-lengths. The 
2. 5'-D inverse, however, produce_d models of the c orrect depth extent for 
all strike-lengths. Ir can be conclu~from this test_. that .2-D 
inversion is only valid for long stri-ke-lengths • where the results 
were nearly identical to the 2.5-D'results. 
In conclusion, the 2.5-D gravity inversion program works very well 
'> 
if two of the more iritp~rtant par&me·cers - density and strike-length -
are well determined or known. Even if a range .of densities and/or 
strike-lengths were used, the resulting · set of possible solutions 
would do much to conet~ain t~ models derived from a~y forward 
modelling procedure. A proper determination of the depth of bur!a_t 
was found to be· important when inverting the gr11.vit.y anomaly due t o 
• 
a burie d body. 
. . 
.41 2-D v • 2. -D 119 on d p 
All densities in g/cm • (N 
Body A is a wide block. Body B is rrow block. Body c 1~ 
a msement step. 13ody D is a buried body. 
Which Density Depth of Strike- Number of Calculated Thickness 
Body Inversion Contrast Width Thickness Burial length Iterations Mean Variance (Center of body) 
A 2.5-D +0 .10 50 2 0 300 0.80 4 0.046 0.045 2.02 
2-D NA 0.80 4 0.046 0.045 2.02 
2.5-D 100 0.64 5 0.029 0.037 2.02 
2-D NA 0.79 4 0.046 0.044 2.01 
2.5-D 25 0.69 5 0.038 0.039 2.01 1.0 
1.0 
2-D NA 0.74 4 0.043 0.041 1.95 
2.5-D 5 0.70 7 0.075 0.035 1.99 
2-D NA 0.54 3 0.055 0.028 1.57 
R 2.5-D +0 .20 5 5 0 300 8.99 76 -0.129 0.511 7.08 
2-D NA 8.88 77 -o . l30 0.504 7.11 
2.5-D 100 8.99 76 -0.130 0.511 7.08 
2-D NA 8.93 76 -0.138 0.505 7.08 
2.5-D 25 8.90 76 -0.128 0.506 7.08 
II 2-D II II II It NA 8.89 71 -{).215 0.474 6.82 
2.5-D 5 8.90 48 -0.108 0.511 5.73 
2-D NA 8.81 14 -0 .186 0.482 3.41 
b 5.4: p h • 
(NA • not pplt. 
Body A is a wide block. Body B is a narrow block . Body C is 
a oosement step. Body D is a buried body . 
Which Density Depth of Strike- Number of Calculated Thickness 
Body Inversion Contrast Width Thickness Burial length Iterations Mean Variance (Center of body) 
c 2.5-D +0 . 10 50 1/3 0 300 3.20 3 0.071 0.183 1.03/2.99 
2-D NA 3.20 3 0.071 0.183 1.03/2 .q9 
2.5-D 100 3.22 3 0.073 0.184 1.03/2 .99 
2-D NA 3.18 3 0.070 0.182 1.02/2.99 
2.5-D 25 3.44 3 0.099 0.192 1.01/2.96 
1-' 
0 
2-D NA 4.93 2 0.096 0.280 0.99/2.78 0 
2.5-D 5 3.93 4 0.179 0.197 0.99/2.62 
2-D NA 3.85 1 0. 130 0.208 0.88/1 .79 
D 2.5-D +0.50 10 0.3 1.0 300 2.68 2 0.032 0. 157 0.29 
• 
2-D NA 2.69 2 0.032 0.157 0.29 
2.5-D 100 2.70 2 0.032 0.158 0.29 
2-D NA 2.70 2 0.030 0.158 0.29 
II 2.5-D II II II II 25 2.76 2 0.046 0.160 0.29 
2-D NA 2.73 2 0.019 0. 160 0.28 
2.5-D 5 2.27 3 0.075 0.128 0.28 
2-D NA 2.51 2 -o .036 0.146 0.23 
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5. 6 Three-Dimensiona 1 Gravity Modelling 
. . . 
A 3-D gravitymodelling progra111 based on the formu l ation of 
Talwani and Ewing (1961) was written by M. Ta l wanl in 196'i. This 
~rigilli.~l program \o/35 modified ~o that multiple hody, 3-0 gravity 
moclelllng could be done on the VAXJJ/780 computer at Memorial 
llnivendty. The Talwani and Ewing formulation uses a series of 
contours in the x-y plane 8 t different depth" to describe a body . 
This method was chosen because it can descihe bodies of arbitrary 
shape, mal<;inp; it more suitable to the description of the subsurface 
geology of the Bay St. George Subhasin, and it . is compatible with the 
3-D magnetic s program descr:ibed in Section 5.7. 
The progr;opn performs an <1 nn. lytic integnitlon In the x-y pl;~ne 
i\t'011n<\ ei'tch polygonAl l11minne dee c-rihing the c-ontours of thf' holly at 
depth z 
1 
to ge t A v11lue Vi, which is the gr;wity contribution due t o 
lamin;~e l. Once the 11n"' lytic integration for each contour is complete, 
a numerical integrl'ltion in z is per_fnrmed by interpol.Atfn~ p.llraholll~ 
on a v1 -zt plane as shown in Fip:ure 5.13 (Ta lwa.ni, l965a ). The 
parabolas are interpolated with t h ree points defining each parabola. 
The a reas b e tween these parabolas and the z-axis give the va lue of the 
inteJZ;ral. In areas between two v1 's that have s e gments o f 2 parabolas 
tlft'ough them, the arithme tic mean o f the ari>flB h e twf"E'rl eAch Al' gmt>nt 
and the z- af'ff/ is taken as · th<> int~p;r:1.l v11lne. The fln:1.l !lumnll'ttton . 
of all "'rt':t't: h (' twr>en all p:tr:thoH c BE'p,mE'nt~ anrl the 7.-.'t:otls'gtves the 
WI htP of the. anmmly. ~-
The inpnt cl11t11 fbr the pro~ratn consist ll of t he 1(-y coordinates of 
eAch ~ravitv station and the value of the anolll8ly at each station, 
followed hy the lAminA coordiMtes, ciepths, and densities of each 
\ 
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Figure 5.13 Graphical representation of the numerical 
integration for 3-D gravity calculations. 
Z; 
-· 
.. ~ .. · 1 
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·body'. All anomalies are i.n millip:als, all dist-1ncefl in kilometers, 
and all densities in g/cm 3• The output file contains the x ·-y 
"coordtnateR of each gravity station and the observed, calculated and 
reRfdual gravity: An analysis of the output can · he -used to alter the 
model until a sufficient fit between .the Ciilculated and obserire-d 
anomalies is obtained. 
' 
Test data for · the Caryn Haunt were provided in Talw~ni (l96.5a), 
a long with output f'r-o.m his 3-D progr!lm. Th e !je data were used in the 
. I - th 
modified _program and the results are identicl\l to Ta lwan.i 's _to the 4 
decimal ·place. Another test was performed nRing a sphere described by 
contours at O.'i km intervals. ~ Th_e results, showf!-ri ~ Ta hle 5. 5, 
1M. tchecl theoretics 1 values to w{thin 2 -%. · From the results of these • 
te!'lts 1t ~o~<~s concluded that the 3-D gravity modelling pro~ram was 
' workinp, and coulcl he used to interpret data from the Ray St. Geor~e 
Subba!'lin •. 
.,. 
S. 7 Three-Dimensiona 1 Magn~tic Modell in~ 
A 3-1) magnetic modelling program WAS wrl~ten ~sed on the 
formulation of .Talwan1 (196Sb) (see Appendix 2.5 for a program 
H~t1ng). This magne tic method is similar ·in procedure to the ]-0 
grA~ity progr~·m <iPRcrlbed previously, and as the bodies Are described 
' 
in the same manner, p,otng from a J-0 gra vity to a 3-D I!Bgnetic model 
1" ·-'\ simple procPr1ure. The pro,grRm C'Alc~Jlates the vertica l and 
horizont11l field components_, And ti1F> tot-'\1 field at each observation 
\ . 
point for 111l ·bodies bein.l'( used. 
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Table 5 . 5 Sphere test results 
for 3-D gravity program. 
Theoretical Calculated 
Value Value Difference % 
X 
-10.0 0 . 074 
0.073 0 . 001 1 . 35 
-s .o 0 . 423 0 . 415 
0 . 008 1 . 81 
-4 . 0 0 . 670 0 . 660 0 . 011 1 . 64 
-3 .0 1 . 098 1.080 0.018 1.64 
-2 . 0 1 . 788 1 . 758 0 . 030 1 . 68 
-1 . 0 2 . 655 2 . 602 0 . 053 1 . 99 
o.o 3 . 104 3 . 045 0 . 059 1 . 9 
1. 0 2 . 655 2 . 601 0 . 054 2 . 00 
2. 0 1 . 788 1 . 756 0 . 032 1 . 79 J 
3. 0 1 . 098 1 . 078 0 . 020 1 . 82 
4 .0 0 . 670 0 . 659 0 . 012 1.79 
5. 0 0. 423 0.415 0 . 008 1 . 81 
10 . 0 0 . 074 0 . 073 0 . 001 1 . 35 
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The input data for the pro~ram consists of the tnt<\ l field 
strength at that part of the.Earth's surface, the declination and 
inclination of the F.arth's magnetic field in "that area~ the x-y 
conTdiMtes and observed anomaly at each station location, And the 
coordiM tes and mgnetic susceptibilities of the laminae for each 
·' 
body. All anomaly values are in nanoteslas, all distances in 
k-ilometers, and all susceptibilities are lll''c,l',s unit<>. The outrmt 
file contains the x-y coordinates of each ob~;-ervation point, alo'ng 
with the observed, calculaterl,. il.nd r\~t(lual t'otal fie~d magnetic 
anomalies. As in the p, ravity ,case, the' 3-D model can be adjusted 
bnsed on the output from the magnetics program until an acceptible fit 
to thP observed data is obtained. 
Teet data from ' the Caryn Sea t,lount was provided in Talwa ni 
(1965b). This data was used to test the 3-D ma~netics 'inorif"lling \ 
program. Fip,ure 5.14 shows the obs~rved and caiculated fit""ld~> · for th~ 
C'M~.ryn Sea Mount for a total field intensity of SJ,ROO n.:~noteslas, a 
0 0 
decliMtion of 14 W, and an inclination o f 69. ?. a~ 1011g~ested b' 
Talwani. 
Another te s t was done using a Aphere of radiuA 2 km with contours 
0.5 km apart. Tahl ~ 5.6 ~hows the theoreti cA l and calculated value-s 
. 
0 
• 4 .. 0 • 000 for a sphere with D • 0 , I J snd F - 50 , nT. These results 
:tre quite clo~~, and it was ·concluded that the 3- D ma~~;netlc . p r o~ r am 
worked and could he used to help interpret the Ba y ft. George 
Subbn.sin. This result is n o t as close as t he 3-D gravity r PRul t of 
the previous section because the 3-D ma~ne ttc morle ll 1 n~ progra m is 
more 11ensitive than the grav.ity . progurn, i.e. thP apprmtitMtion of the 
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Figure 5.14 Observed and calculated magnetic anomalies for 
the Caryn Sea Mount. 
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table s. 6: Sphere test results for 3-D magnetics program. Values are total field anoma lies. 
Theoretical Calculated 
Value Value Difference % 
X 
-1o.o -0.95 - 0 . 86 -0 . 09 -9.58 
-s.o -2.27 -2.50 0 . 2 3 10.13 
-4.0 -25. 06 -27.03 1.97 7.86 
-3.0 -43.64 -45.78 2 .1 4 4 . 90 
-2.0 -62.89 -65 . 15 2.26 3 . 59 
-1.0 -42. 15 -44 . 20 2 . 05 4 . 86 
o.o 61.71 63.89 2 . 18 3:54 
1.0 147.53 151 . 0 3 4 .50 3 . 05 
2.0 133.98 138 . 01 4 . 03 3:01 
3.0 87.27 89 .80 2 . 53 2 .90 
4.0 51.72 53 .83 2 .11 4 . 08 
5.0 30.65 32 . 44 1 .79 5 . 84 
10.0 3.88 3 . 60 - 0 . 28 -7.22 
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Chapter 6: Interpretation ~tnd, ReAults of Gravitly 
and Ma~netic Medellin~ 
6.1 Introduction 
This chltpter <Hscu55es the·· rei>ults o f the gravity and ma-gnetic. 
modelling ~nd gives a geophysic~l interpre t ation of ~he rl~ta. A 
qu;~litative inter-pretation of the orig1Ml d:\ta an'd the ~es1clual maps 
(see Section 2.3) was done first in order to defineate fanlts and 
determine the suh!lurfa"c e extent of the various anticlinal and 
synclinal features in the study area. Next,_.._a study. of the surfaoce 
effects of poss ible buried magnetite lenses was done to determine 
their s ignificance in 3-D modelling. 
The 2 .S-D iravity inversion prci~ram discussed in Section 5.4 was 
·~,~d on profiles a cross the subbasin in order to determine the 
hasement topography ani! thP thicknP!'ls o f the sediments. Th<' 
resultinf!: ?..5-n'morlel was nsed ::~san ini_t1al.morlel for _3-D mod e lling . 
Ooce a good fit between thf' cillculateci ~tnd nhserved- gr::~vity \or-1!1 
att~tined, a ma~netic model was done on to check the validity of the 
3-D gravity model. Finally, an interpretl\tion of the model re11ults 
was undertaken and compared with the ~eolop;y accordlnp, to 




6.2 Qwtlitative interpretation of the gravity and magnetic raaps 
Before the actual modelling took plP.ce, a qualitative 
' . 
·interpretat.ion of the gravity and !Mp;netic rmps was undertaken. This 
determined the subsurface extent .. to the various anticlines ~nd 
synclines in. the area, and delineated faults. ,The gravity and 
magnetic IMpS discussed in this section can be found in Chapter 2 • 
._ In the Bouguer anomaly map (Figure 2. 2}, f1 ve major . features of 
the. study area can be easily. discerned: n,e Flat !lay Anticline, the 
' Barachol!'l Synclinorium, the St. Davids Syncline, the Shoal Point 
Fa11tt, and the Long Range FR11lt (sPe Chapter 3 for a complete 
discussion of the geologic terms used here). The Flat Bay Anticline 
is indi~ated hy the relative gravity high in the north-central m;~p 
area (.'A+ 'in Figure 2.2). The Barachoil'l Synclinorium is outll.ned by 
the ·-16 mGal contour line ('B: in Figure 2.2). St·. fuvldA Syncline 
is .indi cated hy the deep low near the coast ('C' -in Fig•Jre 7. .2). The 
Shoal Point Fauit can be roughly traced by a line ~llirallel to the 
contour s at 'D' ln Figure ?..2. The ti~htly hunched contour lines in 
the E'ilstern part of the study area locate the Long Range Fault. 
At · location . ' F:' in Figur e 2.2, therP i~ i\ bowing o f the conto•J r 
lineR, lndiciltlve of a fault thl\t i~n't shown on the f'eology !M.p. The 
CrabbeR Flrook fRnlt appear!! to MVP little exprPsRion on the Bougue r 
AnomAly tMp. This is prohahly tiue to its close proximity to thP Flat 
Ray Anticline and the RAra c hois Sync linorium, anc1 these ~~Jtrong hlp,h 




The 5 -order residu.<~l gravity map, obtained via trend analysis as 
described in Section 2.3, is shown in Figure 2.6 3nd elucidates the 
conclusions ' reached from Figure 2.2. The letters 'A' through 'E' 
repreRent the same structures on both maps. The fault at 'E' is 
better delineated on the residual map, and appears to be continuous 
across the entire basin. An app3rent basement 
be bounded by the Shoal Point Fau~ and 
" 
hl~h . at 'F' appears to 
another fault (G), 
both trending northeast. Another fault is delineated at 'H' on the 
residual ~p and is approxir:ntely at the position ~fa fault on the 
genlogy rm.p (Fl~urc 3.1), Fin~~lly, the high at 'I' is the Angullle 
Anticline. I 
\ 
The 25-point averageci aeromgnetic ™P of'the study area (Figure 2.'>) 
reveals only two features: the FU.t Bay Anticline and Mt. Howley. 
The Flat Bay Anticline is outlined hy the high re~ion around 'A' in 
Fl~ure 2.'>, and Mt. Howley appears as 11. kink in t~e northeasterly 
trending contour lines at 'B'. The basin area is shown cl-early as an 
ar e;J of smoothly varyin,g contour lines trendin~ approximately 




Brook F<~nlt, h:lve ltttl~> appnrent rMgnet;tc E'Xpres slon, Ruggesti.ng t 11dt • · 
thP.se faults TTRY not extend into the magnetic MRement, 
th 
The 5 -order reRidtlill ma~netic ano1!11lly lm"p ohta1ned hy trend 
i\nalysis (see Section 2.3) and shown in Flgnre 2.7 shows other features 
not seen in Pi~urf! 2.5. One unusuAl feAture is the relAtive high 
I 
located hetween the two zero level contours ('AI' and 'Al' in 
Figure 2.7). Thill region doesn't correlflte well with either the 
geo logy or gravity maps, and could indicate a ~one of higher lllA~netic 





caused by sources jus t outside. the s ubbasin. Tl1e subbasin can. be seen 
as the~negative area· to th~ west, including the positive ,area ·between · 
'Al' and 'A2'. · An -apparent fault at 'C' (Figure 2.7) matches the 
location of the a.S.fltiTll.ed fault marked 'E' . in both Figures 2.2 :~nd 2.~. 
6.3 Surface effects · of possible basement lenticular llll!lgnetite 
deposits on ~ravity and 111agnetle ln~erpretati'on 
f . '. 
As mentioned in Chapter3, there are lentlc'ular magnetite deposits 
loc.-1ted at Indian Head ilnd Steel M6unta 1n (Reyl and Ronan , , 1954,· 
~ird, 1954).~ An an.'llysis of t he fltrikes !l. nd dips given for the 
lenses in both areas indlcilte a s trike o f N7 0°W and an approximate dip 
of 25° NE. 
.·, 
In order to test the gr;~vity and mgnetic effect of llll!lp:netite01 
lenses, · A· len~ 200m long, 50 m wide, and 10m thick represehtinp: the 
v--
largest probable lens that would be found. ln the basement, was 
modelle d. <!-leyl and Ronan; 1954, Baird, 1954). For both the gravity 
and magnetic tests , the lens was buried at slK. d e pths r ang ing from 
0.0-0.5 krn and the r e sp Pc tivc effec t c~lculated. 
. ' 3 
For the gr11v.ity teH it dt>nsity M 5.12 g/rm (Telford, et.;~l., 
1976, p. 2R) wa~ used , ~ iving a denRity ~ontri\At of 2 .40 ~/rm3 wi t~ 
the basement. The rmx imum effect w.ts only 0 .45 mG<Il, whi ch iR lell!'l 
than the uncertainty in the gravity obRervRtion~. · Therefore,, it was 
assumed that llll!lll:net i te lenses of cornparahle s ize in the hAseme ftt woul<i 
show no surficial ~r&vity effects. 




"' For the IM!!:netics test, a li'Rgnetic susceptibility of 0.50 cgs 
units was used (Telford, et .al., 1976, p~ 121). The maximum effect 
wa~ at the 0.0 km depth and was '1.82000 nT.. Hqwever, this effect 
diminished rapidly with depth, so that at 200 m the effect was only 
95 nT, indicating that the effect of the lens would only be noticable 
if 1-t were very close to the surface. Therefore, as with the ~rAvity 
case, the ~gnetlc effects of magnetite len;ses in the basement would 
be mini~!, and can he ignored in the modelltng procedure. 
6.4 Results of the 2.5-D gravity inversion 
The 2.5-D gravity inversion pro~ram described in Section 5.4 was 
used to obtain an initiAl thickness estimate of the sedimentary 
section and t o determine the relative basement topography in the study 
are~. A series of gravity profiles across the area were inverted by 
the prol',ram (Ree Figure f>.l). The profiles were- generated by using a 
transection program on the d~ta, ~nd all stations wtthl~.l km of each 
profile line were included •. There wPre 16 profil•"'"l a c: ros11 the 
geologic strike (numbered 1-14, IS, ~nd 2S in Figure li.l) and fo~tr 
rroftles alonR the geolo~ic strike (nuntbered IB-4H _in Figure 6.1). A 
total of 143 different stations were used in all the profiles. 
For each profile, a model was calculated usin~ a density contrast 
3 
of -0.1R g/cm between the sediments and basement as calculated in 
Section 4.4. St~ce this density contra st is ne~ative, stations ~lth 
poq·1 tivP ~noTMlit>R we r e removed from the profiles leavin~ "65 :t of the 
origin;~l 236 stationR. AlRo, a ~trtk.-lPngth for each body in the 
Y direction had to he ~RRigned. For the 16 p~of ilPR a c ross thP p,eologt c 
, 









Figure 6.1 Profile locations for 2.5-D modelling. Faults are the 










strike, an ove rall strike.-length of 60 km was ~,teed. 
used ii 30 km ~;trike/length. These two strike-lengths were ·meaaurPd 
from the cent e r of the study area, therefore. all the calculated models 
are asyme tric. The ~;trike-le.ng:hs were estimted by using a geo l ogy 
IMp. Ap pendix 3.1 lists the Y strike-lengths, the sum of the. s quares 
of the difference between the c;.alculated and observed ~ravity (€), the 
number of lteratiof\s, the mean,' and the standard deviat.ion of f>.:tch 
resultinp; mo<lel. Plots of the models are shown in Arreodlx 3.·?. . The, 
calculated thicknes~ of sediments at e.ach station . was plotted 
(Figure 6,2), with the depth estimates of stations ·that were shared 
between profiles btdnp; a verap;ed. The depth estimat'es at the shared 
:H~tions w~>re within O.'i km of each other in most .cas~s. with only a 
few areas having cross-over differe1ices of greater .than 1.0. km. After 
the removal of the effects of the known s<alt "and ~ypsum deposits 
(Sect ion .3.4) and a propoled salt diapir at 'D' ,a contour plot of the 
inferred basemt>nt topography "was drawn (Fi~~:ur~ 6.3). The remova 1 of 
the evaporite ho4ies' effects was done by smoothing the contours near 
the deposits by ignoring the deep apparent sediment thicknesses 
.. . 
assocLitecl with these deposits and _contouring the rest of the points • 
..fn Figu-r e 6.3, large features, such as the Flat Bay Anticline and 
the Barachois Syndinoriulll, are easily i.dentified (see F i gure 3.1 ) . , 
St. Davids Syncline is evidenced by the 8 km se<iiment thickness near 
the coast. Oth.er sediment thicknesses ·, marked 'A' 'B' and 'C' in 
. . . 
' Figure 6. 3, :t re n o t rea d ily a pp~Hellt.Aroai the surface geologic e?tl>ression. 
1 
'A' is an apparent ba sement ,rise which could be a northeastern exten t i on 
. 
of the Anguille Anticline. The basement 1ow at 'B' could be ~ .. rtly, but 
not entirely, expla ined by. the Fischells !lrook salt diapir. The other 
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Figure 6.2 Posting of inferred sediment thicknesses from 
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Figure 6.3 Inferred basement topography map from 2.5-D 













rela·tionship. However, two minor fr1.ults, marked 'l' r1.nd '2', c ;.Jn be 
extended aH shown in Fi~ure 6.·1 . lind thus become rMjor fault~; wtrhin 
the Raracho1s Group area. 
Accordinp: to the 2.5-D model, .the Crabbe~; B;ook Filult hils an 
apparent downthrow to the west of 1.5-2,0 km ilt the northern end, 
reduced to 0.5 km near ·the Anp:uille Anticline. The Shoal Point Fault 
II- . 
(see F,iguN! 6. 3) has an apparent down throw to the north '"4 .6 km. The 
Barachois Synclinorium is well <iefined by a sedeR of 
north-northwesterly trending basement lows with an avera~e depth of ·4 
km • . The Flat Bay Anticline is easily seen jusl!: to' the west 
(Figure 6,3), The average thickness of the. sediment~!>- In the Brow Pond 
a rea is "-' I. 5 km (Figures 1.1 and 6, 3). The thickness of the A~guille 
strata ln the Routhern pa.1i of the study is not well defined due to a 
scarcity of -data _points i:n the area. 
In conclusion, the 2.5-0 inversion program.~ave an estimate of the 
basement topography, sediment thickness, anrl fault and salt deposit 
locations. FeJJtures 'A', . 'B', and 'D' appear to be real structures, af! 
there are possible geologic exp.lanations for them. 'C', however, · is at 
the.ed~e of Profile 12, and. may be only a invention of the modelling. 
The fault identified on both the p:ravity and IM.gnetic maps ( 'E' tn 
. ' . ,/ 
Section 6.2) was not seen becaus~he profiles were roup;hly parallel 
to lt, and the along strike profiles didn't h.<lve a set of data points 
near -enough to it. Host other featur:es identified on the maps did 







6.5 Results of 3-D Rravity and 1 magnetic modelling 
After the 2.5-D inversion modellJwas completerl, , it was digit17.e<l 
and U!;ed as an initial model for the )-0 gravity modelling progr:~m 
(descibed in Section 5.6). ·since the c1eterminatlon of sediment 
thic~ness was the f-oremost consideration, it was decided that only 
bodies representing the sedimentary section would be used, with all 
sedimentary block densities being compared to the basement density of 
3 ' 2. 72 · g/cm as defined in Section 4.4. Tl\e measured density of the 
basement is therefore assumed to be approximately equal to the mean 
regional density. Since all density contrast~ were ne~tive, the 
stations with positive Bouguer anolll!llies were elimiruttecl, le.aving 204 
out of the original ~36 gravity stations. All the eliminated ~tation s 
were elther · outside or c.lose ·to the edge of the sedimentary area, and 
therefore ' contribute little to the modelling process. 
As a first test of the ·validity of the _2.5-D mode.l, a 3-D moc!el was 
.. 
done using a slni:le sedimentary body with a density c!ontrast of 
3 . . 
-{).18 g/cm - .. the same as that used in the 2~5-D modelling above. 
6 
The 
result!> were good·, with 64:r. of .the gravity differences ~ing < 4.f} mGa l 
and 4l't<2.0 JUGal. Out of 2'04 stations, only ' 20 had di.ff~rences > 5 mGal. 
Since the effect of salt bodies was i~~:nored, the correspondence between 
the calcu'tated and observed gravity values is excellent (see Figure 6.4). 
The area was nex·t divided into seven diffe~ent sedimentary bodies 
and a series of ·salt and gypsum deposits base.d up~n the geolog~ · 
discussed in Chapter 3, The boundaries of the sedimentary blocks~ 
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Figure 6.4 Difference in calculated and observed gravity for 
model 1 using a -0.18 g/cm3 density contrast. 
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Figure 6.5 Sedimentary block boundaries used in 3-D gravity 
modelling. (scale~ 1:250000) 
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Table 6.1: Density contrasts for 3-D modellin~. 
Numbe rs identify hodies shown in Fi~ure 6."i. 
Body 
· Gypsum deposits 
St. Fintans Salt 
Robinson a Salt 
Fisc he lls Sa 1 t 
Sus pecte d Salt 
,, 
An~utlle ~roup (1) 
Fischells Conglomerate (2 & 3) 
(Sheep Brook and Flat Bay Anticline) 
Robinsons River Formation (4) 
Jeffreys Village Member (5) 
Brow Pond Lentil (6) 
Barachois Group (7) 
.. 
Density 3 Contrast (g/cm ) 
















the vari01is litholo~ies. Density contrasts for eilch bod y resulted 
from a weighted averaging of the d e nsltie~ of the differing 
lithologies which rMde up each individual h ody. The ave raging was 
done as described in ~ction 4.3, with the total thickne6s heinp, based 
on the results from the 2.5-D inversion and not on the geologic 
estillBtes. A ·summary of these density contrasts ca11 be four\d in 
Table fJ.l, along with the assumed density contr,:l sts of the various 
salt and gypsum depos1 ts. 
The c'ilculated gravity based on the mo.-tel t a ken fr om the 2.'>-0 
mode~ is shown in Figure 6.6 0 and the difference in gravity be tween 
the calcula t~ri and obRerved fielris (ohserved-ca lcul.'ltPd) is >; hown in . 
Figure 6.7. From the difference ma-p, it is obvious th.."\t the &rachoi::; 
Block should be thickened somewhat and .the J effreys Village Hlock 
should he thinned. Also, it became apparent that the stations marked 
'a '-'d' were either 'a) bad data points, or h) new salt or gypsum 
deposits. The first two points, 'a' and 'b', exibtt very local and 
incogru.ous anomalieA. In these cases the anomaly was centered at 
that polnt and the effect was not witnessed at any of -the adja cent 
points. In f~ct. these anomalies were so different from thos e aro~nd 
them that it seemed certain -.that they were bad data points, and 
therefore were elim1nated, Points 'c' and 'd', however, exhibit 
effects on surrounding points, leading to the conclusion that the · 
associated anomalies ~re re~l, aJd therefore these were considered 
' 
to be probable salt.or gypsui deposits·. It was . decided t)rat, since 
I 
they do produce a fairly large effect, that . they are likely sa l t 
deposits, because <it was discovered during the running' o f the first 
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Figure 6.7 Difference in calculated and observed gravity for 













the rno,!.-•1, a<; tht> ""·utrnum -'lnom.4ly loliiS 0.21 mr.al. The use of salt 
dt!posits at these points effectively e ltl'lin~ teci the differences ln 
calculated ai1d o?served ruavlty in those are'ls, Fina-lly, . major 
revisions in the An~uille ;trea were necessary .1s expec.ted hecause of 
the lack of control from the 2.5-D model. 
Adjustments were r~~ade· to the first gravity model by using the 
iufinite sliib funnula (Equation "i.2) t o calculate a c:ha nge in the 
thickness based on the difference in calcolate'l <{n.d ohserved gravity 
at all th e stations used in the modelling. In thi s rrHnner, new depths 
. to basement were calcul~tecl, then plotted and contoured, resulting tn 
a new model. ~uccessive acijuRtments to the results of addttion.a 1 
models lerl to the final model- model 4 (F_igure 6,fl), 
Figure 6,9 shows the gra vity difference map for model 4. The 
agreement is good with the exception of the area near the St. l);jvids 
Syncline., and . near the new salt deposit at 'A' in FiguTP. fi.9. An 
addttit?rul 200m of salt at 'A' would correct the corresponding 
· )o;ravity ·difference. The <;t, Davids Syncline sediments still neecl to 
be froro 0.5-J.() krn thinne.r.; Otherwise, all differences .are < 4 mGal, 
The faults delineated by 2.5-D ~odelling are still present in 
~ 
1110del· 4, . but another ma -jor fault ('B' in Figu.re 6,8) is necessa ry to 
. 
ex.pl.ain the 'break ' in the Rarachois Synclinorium at this point. This 
i s in the same loca tion one would infer from the magnetics a.rid residtial 
r,ravity maps (Sectio n 6.2). The basement high at 'C' is probably a 
hurled extention of they ~nguille Anticline as post\llated earlier, but . 
. . 
it could also be the result of block faulting. The relative basement 
low at 'D' (Figure. 6.8) ls a northwnrd extention o.f the- Barachois 
Synclinorium on the upthrown stde of the Crabbes Broo~ Fault. 
-~ ~ -- - ~ ~-~ 
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Figure 6.9 Difference in calculated and observed gravity for 













low at 'D' (Figure 6,8) isa. northward. ex.tention of the Baril c.hois 
Synclinorium on the upthrown sideof the Crabbes Brook Fa ult. 
The · Crabbes Brook Fault has a down throw of 3 km to the c:~st 13 t 
the northern end, cM.nging to 0. 5-l. S . km in the southern end. The 
Shoal Point Fault has a downthrow of •4.5 krn to the north. 
Barachois . Synclinorium sediments have thicknesses r a nging from 
4.0-5.0 km, with the thickness increasing to t he north. Sediments in 
tlte St. Davids Syncline are 6.0 km thi~'k: Sediments in the lkow .Pone! 
area have an approximate thickness of 1.5 km, with a maxi mum of·4.0 km 
rv 5 km ·north of Mt. Howley. 
The Ang\lille area}n still not well rlefin ed;_ A'tt1lough there is 
some evidence for a new fault ( 1 H' in Figure 6.8), An additional 
result of the 1-n modelling vas a fault markecl 'I' on Figure 6.R. 
There is a major doiotnfaultin'g of up to 3 km to the north of this 
fault. The calculated thickness of sediments t o the south of this 
fault: wa~ only 100-50? m. Otner ' Angu~lle s ediments were found to be 
from 3.5-4~0 km thick_, wit l;t an average of 1.5 ~m overall. 
The three postulated salt deposits ~'E;', 'F', and 'G' in 
r•gure 6.8) explained the differences between calculat e <i :~.nd observed 
values ·in thos~ areas well. 'E' .is postulated as betng simil:u to the 
Robinsons, or St. Fintans -salt deposits (see Section 3.4), and is 
"'0.6 km in thickness. 'F' and 'G' a re sa lt diapirs lili.th .thicknesses 
' o f 0.75 km and 0.4 km,'respective ly, a ncl dia meters of "-1.0 km, ~king 
thero similar to the Fishe lls . Brook ·deposit. The Fishells Brook 
deposit had a final thickness of 1.0 km a nd a diameter of 1 km. The 
other . two knovn salt deposits the St. Finta ns and ~ohinsons 





After model 4 waa aec.ept ed as the gravity model, a basement hlock 
based on the gravity model was used in the 3-D magnetic model"lf.n~ 
progra11 (see Section 5.7 for details on the pro~ram). 'fhts was used 
mainly to check the va Udity of the. gravity modelling by seeing if 
the correct shape of magnetic expression was obtained. More det;a iled 
morielling wasn't undertaken be~ use the thickness of the magnetic 
basement was not an lmpo!tant conilirlera tlon. 
The resulting magnetir 11nomaly plot (Figure 6.10) ap;rees with the 
original magnetic map (Figure ~.4) i n rRp;ards to shape, especially 
west of the Cra bbes Rrook Fault. The location of the magnetic hip;h 
('A' in Figure 6.10) appeus to be s~J..£ted on thismap~1th respect to 
the 25-point averaged aeromagnetic rmp (Figt~re 2.5), A logical 
explanation can be found 11' thP orig1Ml~ unaveraged aeromgnetic 11Bp 
is examined. _Fip;ure 2.4 shows t'he total field aeromal!;neti~ map before 
averaging. Note the double magnetic pe..'lk in the area in question. 
When the aver:'aginp.; was done, the loCJ~tion· of the data points made the 
rna~ne~ic high plot towards the more easterly magnetic peak. Thus the 
model satisfies the orip.;inal ·uMverageci c1atf well. 
The easterly magn~tic peak mentioned above is eaused by a large 
cl'lclnge in ma~netic susceptibility in the basement; a lens of 
ITI3gnetite, or a baspment rise in the area . An examination of the 
Bouguer grav! ty anoi!B ly map in the a rea rul•s out a · basement rise i f 
a constant density is used. The lens of·rMgnet1te is also ruled out 
hy ·Studies done in Section 6,2, as the dept'h t u basement from grav.ity 
is •1.0 km in that area. It can therefore be con c luded that ' a c hange 
.. 
in · susceptibility corresponding with measured susceptibilities 
(see Sec tion 4.4) h.<ls caused 'this easterly pe-'lk. 
~· . 
.. 
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Figure 6.10 Calculated magnetic anomalies for model 4. Contour 












In the rest of the study area, the data fits well, w1th the 
exception of Ht. Howley, which has a much higher calculated expreasion 
th:tn · on the qbserved data. From Chapter 4, f.t would seem that a good 
explanation would 'be that the basement is not of a single ma~nettc 
susceptibility, but of several. The 1118gnetic sus ceptibility that was 
·used, 0.001 C1'(S units, was ci" median susceptihility fro m all 
measurements done. From · the results of thQ ntap;rietic model, it would . 
appear that at least 3 bodies of different mgnetic susceptibilities 
are needed to explain the observed field totally. However, as t he 
present mod e l fit the shape of the oridMl field _wei) , it was decided 
' that thi~\ model was acceptahle as a demonstration t hat the shape 
deduced f or the basement surface from the ,gravity da t a was c o nsistent 
\ 
geometrically with the magnetic . field data. 
6.6 A. cornp::1rison of the 2.5-D gravity inversion mode l IJith the 3-D 
forward gra vity model. 
- \ 
t: compari.son of Figures 6.3 and 6.R !!haws a l'(reat qfmila rlty en the 2.5-Dmodel and t-he final · 3-Dmodel. The loca tions of t he ent highs and lows did not change. apprecia hly, only the d e pths 
were adju s ted. Sedime11t thickness calculations for the 2.5-D model , 
particul11rly in the Barachois area, compare very favorably wi t h t he 
3-D results. 
Figure 6.11 shows a cross - section running near Robins ons Ri ver, 
which i s loca ted at almost the cenr1r of .the .' study a r ea (Profile ' 2S'). 
• 
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Figure 6.11 Cross-section near Robinsons River showing geology. 




\ . The figur~ shows the 2 .5-D and 3-D models derived by the roodelling 
( process, and •the geolo~ic model fro11 KniQ:ht ( 1983). The 2.5-D model 
is a result of the inversion of profile 2S (the- gravity fir. can. be · 
seen in Appendix l.2p). The 3-D ~odel al~o fits the ~bserved ~ra vity 
vell, although there is a difference of 2 rnGal in the R<lrachois area 
(see f:1gure 6.9). Both tnodefs are fairly consistent with the geologic 
cross-section, especialy the 3-D model. 
The marked similar.ity -b.etween the 2 .5-D and 3-D .models is 
especially enc~ura~inQ: when the modellin~ time difference is 
considereci. · The 2.5-D model was put together in leRR tha n 2 days. 
Average -CPU time per profile was only 6 - seconds; or a grand to t~tl of -.. 
~ minute·s · CPU for the whole model of 20 profiles. I n compari s on, the 
" .. ... ·-
3-D Jlsin model took a month to perfect; ·due to the massive amounts 
of digitizing necessary for the llllOY depth contour!! for each holly. 
Avera ge CPU time per r1.1n was close to 3 minute'!!. _• 
The ,similarity of the . final 3-D model to the original 2.5-D mod f" l 
·occurs because good geolop;ic and density controls were used irr 
dete rmining the 2.5-D model. Therefore, the 2.5...:D modellin)!; progra m 
re~ults in a quick yet acc urate picture of the basement-sediment 
interface and an estimate of the sedi111ent thicknesses in a hasin. 
6. 7 Summary of results 
The gravity modelling o f . the .subbasin has resulted in an model of 
the ha ~ement topography and a delineation of the subsurfac e ex ten t of 




on the results of the mol'lell f.ng and Figure 6·.13 is a basement 
.. 
topography plot based on the 3-D modelling ~ith the oojor subsurface 
features la~.ellecl. In Table 6.2, a su!Dlllary cif the 'features shown on 
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 is presented. As a · result of the modelling, 
se~eral 'new' faults were mapped, and the throws of the Crabbes Brook 
and Shoal Point faults were deteim~ned. Three salt deposits were also 
postulated to~ist b<tsed on the gravity modelling. These appear to be 
'significant, particuhrly the two diapirs in the Crabbes Brook area 
('Sl' and 'S2' in :Figure 6.12). The one postulated near the coast ('S3') 
could be. a very large ·gypsum deposit instead of salt. 1f so, it could 
be econ~mtc, as its extent would have to be greater than the salt 
3 body that W<~s .used he"cause of a lower dens.ity contrast (0.10 '1./cm or 
tess from Section 4.3). 
Ry far the most signifi<'!ant result of the combined 2.5 and 3-D 
modelling was the determina tf.on of· the. subsurface topogtaphy of the 
hasement-geQinlent interfa~e. The extent and thickness of sediments 
in the Rarachoi/1 Synclinorium and St. Davids Syncline were determined, 
as were aeveralother fe<ltures that can't be delineat~d froin an 
ex~tmiMtfon of .the geology~ Also, · it ·is now po~sible to give an 
appt;oxima tion ~f the thicknesses of ~h·e various sedimentary aequenc~s 
in the Study area •. The only area that WRS not well .defined was ·the 
Angaille Group in the so':lthern part of.the study a:ea. and this was due 
entirely to'a scarcity of gravity stat;ions. in the area. 
Table 6.3 is a list of the geologic units, a long with a thickness 
. . 
estimate based on the modelling and the g eologic estimate s from 
'Knight (1983). ' ·The "thickness estimates from the modelling were done 
using a method similar to thtt. t for determintng densities described f 
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Table 6.2: Feiitures labelled in , F'igures 6.12 and 6.13. 
Feature Description 
A Fischells Salt 
R Robinsons Salt 










New salt d1ap1r, · 0.75 km thick. 
New. salt diapir, 0.40 krn thick. 
New salt deposit, 0".6 km thick. 
New· fault in Barachois a rea tr~nding •100°T 
New fault in Rarachois area q·endin~ •020°T 
New fault in Barachois. area trending •11S0 T 
- 0 New fa ult near Anguille Anticlinorium t.rendlng 080 T 
0 0 -
Fault trending from 050 -070 T marking southern te~min~s 
of Barachois Synclinorium 
Lows associated with Ba rschois Synclinorj,urn 
Hi~hs associated with Flat Bay Anticline 
St. David's S;-'ncline 
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Legend for Figure 6. 12 
Description 
Fault 
, Geologic Contact 
Anticline 
Syncline 
Feature Discusied in TeKt 
Pre-carboniferous Basement 
Kennels Brook Formation 
Snakes Bight Formation 
Friars Cave Formation 
Spout Falls Formation 
Fischells Conglomerate 
Ship Covf Fo~ation 
Codroy Road Fonnation 
Robinsons River,Formation (undivided) 
Jeffreys Village Member 
Highlands Member 
Brow Pond Lentil 
Undivided Barachois Group 
·' 
·_ t 
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Figure 6.13 Final basement topography map based on the results 
·of model 4. Contours a depth in km. Faults are inferred 



























Thickness estimates for the lithologic units 
of the Bay St . George Carboniferous Subbasin. 
Formation/ Thickness from 
Member Knight (1983) 
Kennels Brook Fm . 3200 m, 714 m in 
the crest of the 
Anguille Anticline . 
Snakes Bight Fm . 1000 m SE of the 
Friars Cove Fm . 
Snakes Bight Fault . 
500 - 3000 m in 
the NE Anguille 
Mountains 
Spout Falls Fm. 780 m NE of Snakes * 
Bight Fault/ 2250 m 
W. of Codroy Pond . 
Fischells Cong . 50 - 200 m. 
Ship Cove Fm . 18 - 20 m. 
Codroy Road Fm . 125 - 140 m. 
J effreys Village Mem . 1400 m/2000 -
2100 m SW of the 
Flat Bay Anticline 
Highlands Mem . 884 m near the coast . 
Brow Pond Lentil ? 
Barachois Group 1500 - 1600 m. 
Thickness from 
modelling 
? , certainly 
(2000 m in the 
study area . 





? (no data) . 
500 m. 
no more than 
100 m. 
no more than 
300 m. 
1200 m/ 2000 m 
SW of the Flat 
Bay Anticline 
1000 m. 
1000 - 2000 m. 
1200 m. 
140 
-in section 4.3. The process was worked in reverse to deJ;_ermine 
individual thicknesses from an · o~erall thickness through the use of 
" (, . '· , t 4 
the percent composition~ ~~ch member of every geologic Group 
, . ~~f . 
represented in the a~_ea.'; 'lile results shown in Table 6.'3 show that 
the grav!ty'model is in ·agreement with the geologic estimates of 
• 
deptb . o~ burial • 
finally, a ma·gnetic model was done and an_ a~ceptible geometric · : 
shape was obtained in the calculated 1M.gnet1c expression, showing that 
. 0 , 
• the model derived from gravity moclelli.ny, was of the correct shape • 
. , 
' . ) 
-- ~~ --~·..___._ __ _ 
- ~ 
0 






Chapter 7: Conclusions 
The Bay St. George Carboniferwus subbasin in Western Newfoundland 
was studied throup;" the 
there. These da rl were 
use of gravity .and magnetic data collected 
processed and Bouguer and aeromagnetic total 
field a nom ly maps were generated. These Mps were then reduced to 
residua 1 ano!Mly maps by removing a regional trend from them via 
trend analysis. These maps were examined qualivu;ively to deterlJline . 
the l.oe<ttions of major geologic features. 
The geology of the subbasin was examined next". Knight 'R report 
(1983) gave the Redimentary ~eology of the subbasin. ThP. :;eology of 
the basement was determined by an examination of rocks from t he Indian 
Head and Steel. Mountain outcrops just outside of the study area. It 
was decided tha.t the hasem~nt was of similar character to these 
" 
outcrops. , -- · , ... 
•. / 
The physical properties of ~he basement and sedimentary- rocks were 
determined and used in the computer modelling" of the subtmsin. The 
. .. 3 ' 3 
densities determined .were 2.5429.01) g/cm and 2.72·f{J".35 g/cm for the 
~ 
sediments and bilsement, respectively, and the magnetic susceptiblilties 
were negligible in the case of the sediments and •tooo X 10-6 cgs 
units for the hallement samples, 
As a result of the gra vity modelling, the basement topography was 
dete.rmined, along with the . delineat:ion of fllllJor faults, nP.w evaporite 
~ deposits, and sediment thickness estimates. A comparison of Figures 
3.1 and 1>.12 shows that the gravity model confirms the surface geology 
from Knight (1983) to a large extent, with only a few differences and 




geophysical model wasdeter.mined using the combined gravity, magnetic, 
and geologic signature . of the region. 
The value of the 2~5-D inversion pro!<ra, was al'so confirmed, at; 
the model 4er1ved by it was nearly identical geometriC'Ally to the 
fiMt 3...:.0 model. Also, the t ime saved by using t he 2.5-D inversion 
proc:~>ss n~kes it very practical. Howeve.r, it must be stressed tha,t 
.. 
~o~d density and geologic contro l and a fairly large number of 9;·rav1ty 
stations in an area are essential to a good .estimate of the basement 
topography, The go?d results · o.btained here are a r.esul t of good 
c'ontrol over the above factors. 
Knight's model of the structural evo lution of the Bay St. George 
Carboniferous Subhr1sin was supported ·to a la rge extent by the modellin~ ~ '\ 
results. The orif>ntat'ion of the 'new' faults are consiste~ with the 
struct~ral conclus1on3 rPached by Knight (see Section :3,3), as they can 
""' c . be interpreted 1'\S s ynthetic-antithetic conjugate faults also. In 
-; 
addition, the orientation Of the major fold axes were not altered by the 
modelling, further supf>ortin~ 'Kni~ht's conclusions, In. other words, 
nothing was ev1cienced by the modelllng to change the basic interpretation 
on the h.<tsin as a wrench-fault s'ystem. 
The Msic understa ncting cif the subsurface geolo~y gained through 
the gravity 11nd magnetie modelling v111 hopefully be useful in other 
Rtudies, in pit rticula r the onshore- offshore gra vity and ma.~nedc 
.. . . . 
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Appendix 1.1: Gravity data for study area. 
station UTH coordinates eleva tfon Bouguer 
numbers easting northing (feet) anomalies(mGa.l) 
102 360.6~4 5325.553 570 -11.4 
103 362.585 5342 .189 75 -24.2 
104 368.117 5j24.266 850 -3.7 
. ' 105 367.655 5336.508 250 -16.8 
106 370.780 5343.109 255 -14.5 
107 372.736 sno .. 833 370 - 14.3 
' 108 .373.235 5319.703 12 50 22.4 
109 . 373.231 . 5353.062 . 5 -20.7 
110 378.666 5329.593 92 5 . 0,9. 
Ill I 381,061 5337.326 61.5 .:.15.7 
11.2 . ~84.305. 5350.602 455 -2 3.8 
113 387.729 5336.079 102 5 1.0 
liS 389.065 5328.270 . 1550 D:n 
116 389.324 5341.607 1150 -4.6 
117 398.456 5353.668 '1180 -0.7 
" 118 390.895 5346,'024 900 -9.4 
12 1 395.327 5344.829 650 3.6 
122 398.198 5339.218 1120 15.0 
350 365.196 5326.858 649 -7.6 
34, 365.708 5327.402 599 -8. 6 ' 
J 348 366.211 5327.868 475 -10.6 
347 366.723 5328.434' 364 -11.0 
346 367.235 5328.979 317 
-11.3 
345 367:370 5329.654 256 -10. 1 
344 367.144 5330.5 1~ 26~ .. -10.0 
343 36 7.289 5331.313 251 -9.8 .· 
342 367.429 . 5332 .199 333 -9.7 
341 367.330 5333.091 374 • -9.4 
340 . 367.220 5333.8HI '470 
-10.4 
339 367.609 5334.530 "495 
-11.9 
338 367.997 5335.222 419· -12.5 
. 337 . 368.015 5336.000 329 -14.4 l 336 368.033 5336.778 172 -16.0 
335 367.924 5337.536 154 -16.9 
334 367.448 5338.159 255 -19.2 
333 366.835 5338.663 207 
-;(.1.4 
332 366,729 5339.221 t6o -21.4 
331 366.744 5339.866 223 -2 0 .3 
330 367 .246 5340.377 291 -19.1 
329 367,882 5340.840 230 -11J.S 
328 3~11.388 5341.551 273 -l7.R 
327 368.904 5342.318 218 -17.2 
32& 369.533 5342.860 \ 141 -15.5 325 370.167 5343.2 57 171 -15.6 
324 370.795 5343.798 132 -14.5 
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Appendix 1.1: Gravity data for study area. 
/ 
i 
station UTM coordinates elevation Bouguer ~ 
~ numbers easting northing (feet) ano!M.lies(mGal) 
,. 
322 372.052 5344.504 - , 202 -13.3 
321 372.794 5344.487 262 -13.1 
320 373.545 5344;,826 286 -13.1 
319 374.171 5345.257 348 -12. 5 
318 374 .8QO 5345.R55 408 -12. l 
317 375.310 5346 .ti33 463 - ·11 • 9 
316 375.822 5347.078 484 -11.2 
315 376.324 5347.623 466 -11.3 
314 377 .077 5348.107 417 -12.3 
313 . 377.711 5348.627 . 413 -13.0 
312 378.338 . 5349.114 371 -14.2 
311 378.847 5349.659 335 -14.8 
'310 378.864 5350.471 263 -13.9 
309 379.365 53';1.016 256 -14.4 
308 379.874 5351.583 264 -15.7 
307 380.738 5351.365 320 -16.6 
306 381.4 72 5351.027 386 -17~9 
305 382.331 53'>0.954 394 -18.4 
304 _;383.198 5350.869 . 458 -21.0 
303 313'3.945 5351.132 484 . -24.0 
302 384.695 5351.517 504 -22.6 
301 385.319 535I.Q49 456 -20.8 
300 385.952 5352.426 580 -18.3 
299 386.5}7 5352.925 640 -18.3 
298 387.085 5353.459 707 -17.0 
297 387.835 5353.923 707 -15.7 
2 96 388.460 5354.389 715 -15.8 
295 388.970 5355.068 689 -14.9 
294 389.103 5355.82:2 660 -15.4 
293 . 389.243 5356.542 531 -:-15.7 
500 374.500 5345.540 403 -12 .s 
501 375.375 5344.920 342 -13.3 
. 
502 0 376.390 5344.605 385 -14.6 
503 377.400 5344.330 417 -16.3 
·-.... ,_ 504 378.330 5344.040 414 -16.4 
~ 
~ v 505 379.060 534·'3 .565 475 ~15.8 506 379.930 5343.080 517 -15.6 
507 380.840 5342.630 551 -15.9 
508 381.710 5342 .100 585 -17.3 
509 382.470 5341.510 582 - 18.1 
510 383 . 300 534o.875 607 -11.0 
511 3'84.375 5340.360 661 -15.4 
I 512 385.490 5339.690 588 -14.4 513 386i5D5 5339.590 475 -13.6 
514 387.490 5339.51> . 539 -12 .0 
-~. 515 388.510 5339.465 501 -11.5 
516 389. 510 5339.290 '541 - 9.2 . 
517 390.975 5338.950 524 -7.5 
.. 
518 383.480 5342 .530 662 -20.2 -
519 382.750 5343.960 638 -20.4 . 
520 366. 740 5339.825 223 - 20.2 
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Appendix 1 • 1 : Gravity data for study area. 
station UTM coordinates elevation Bouguer 
numbers easting northing (feet) anomalies (mGal) 
575 386 . 510 5356 . 660 377 -10 . 6 
577 395 . 490 5356 . 950 1113 -11 . 6 
578 397 . 475 5356 . 800 799 -7 . 1 
579 400 . 690 5356 . 735 1188 -1 . 0 
580 403 . 995 5356 . 900 270 -1 . 2 
581 406 . 340 5356 . 500 309 4 . 6 
582 403.865 5354 . 150 1332 8 . 5 
583 401 . 350 5354 . 360 768 0 . 3 
584 395 . 075 5354 . 080 1234 -8 . 2 
585 391 . 915 5353 . 660 825 -13 . 4 
586 384 . 300 5354 . 100 496 -16 . 1 
587 381 . 450 5354 . 300 354 -11.5 
588 377 . 660 5354 . 560 166 -22 . 7 
589 374 . 870 5354 . 970 13 -22 . 9 
' ' 590 388 . 400 5350.950 551 -19 . 7 
591 391 . 220 5350 . 810 637 -1~4 
592 395 . 375 5351 . 350 1315 -j . 9 
593 397 . 990 5351 . 275 1428 0 . 2 
594 401 . 560 5351 . 315 1430 6 . 1 
595 399 . 875 5348 . 760 1473 5 . 8 
596 396 . 950 5348 . 215 1085 1 . 1 
597 397 . 610 5346 . 025 1545 5.2 
598 392 . 830 5348 . 760 112 6 -9 . 2 
599 393 . 175 5347 . 330 1512 -8 . 3 
600 391 . 620 5344 . 275 1438 -5 . 2 
601 394 . 360 5342 . 150 1150 3 . 3 
602 392 . 090 5339 . 905 1241 0 . 9 
603 390 . 355 5336 . 805 1458 3 . 4 
604 388 . 510 5334 . 935 1347 5 . 3 
605 386 . 725 5332 . 700 963 5 . 7 
606 384 . 650 5330 . 320 962 6 . 6 
607 382 . 990 5328 . 050 1459 10 . 3 
608 380 . 380 5325 . 540 1138 13 . 2 
609 379 . 300 5323 . 635 1134 11 . 6 
610 376 . 830 5320 . 900 1479 20 . 8 
611 373.600 5322 . 240 1489 13 . 5 
612 375 . 705 5323 . 640 1608 15 . 8 
613 377 . 140 5325 . 850 326 8 . 4 
614 378 . 645 5327 . 175 1004 8 . 4 
615 381.190 5329 . 920 1133 4 . 6 
616 383 . 190 5332 . 430 832 -3 . 6 
617 385 . 255 5335 . 140 832 -5 . 0 
618 387 . 525 5337 . 835 949 -5 . 4 
619 384 . 675 5338 . 400 973 -10 . 1 
620 384 . 160 5348 . 245 700 -20 . 3 
621 380 . 640 5347 . 885 613 -17 . 0 
622 37~:-950 5345 . 800 590 -14.8 
623 381 . 160 5345 . 870 654 -17 . 3 
624 383.550 5346 . 015 730 -19 . 1 
625 386 . 655 5345 . 210 881 -16 . 4 
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Appendix 1 ,I : Gravity data for study a rea, · 
station HTH cQor<ltnates elevation Bouguer 
numbers ea sting northing (feet) · anomalies(mGal) 
t2& 388,840 · 5344 .o to 1030 -9.1 / 
62 7 386.550 5341.685 965 -10.9 
628 381.190 5339.700 648 -15.9 
629 378.580 5341.330 280 
.. 
-17'.6 
630 3 76.000 5341.ROO 488 -14.9 
631. 373.740 . 5342.615 332 -14.4 
632 370.930 5341. f)f)O 164 -16.3 
633 373.035 5340.715 240 -16.3 
634 374,900 5339.500 310 ..:15.9 
635 3 77 .6Z5 5338.200 385 -16.4 
636 379.845 5336.350 ' 498 -16.2 
637 383.180. 5336.570 720 -13.1 
638 381.fl60 5333.830 753 . -13.1 
639 379.690 533.2. 730 744 -15.'> 
640 378.130 5333.055 - 692 -18.1 -
641 37 5,450 5334 .725 520 -15.3 
'" 
642 374.850 5332.870 538 -14.6 
643 372.950 5336.055 390 -12.9 
64 4 37 0 .400 5337.310 206 -·f 4. 7 
645 , 369.800 5332.460 545 -11.1 
646, 370.420 5330.801) . . \. 717 -15.0 
64 7 372 .090 .532 8. 460 775• -5.4 
-~ 648 374.070 5325.535 1077 3.3 
649 ~H2 .090 5 32 5. 915 960 -1.5 
650 '371.330 5323.575 680 1.5 
651 369.050 532 7.890 3&1 -10.2 
.. 652 376.1160 53 51. 510 186 -13.7 
653 37.4.495 5349.710 181 -11.4 
654 371.235 5347.270 166 ·:_n .6 
. . 
·;. 
~/ 655 . 368.060 5343.045 121 
-15.9 
656 365.340 5335.745 351 -19.1 
657 362•4gs 5335.005 119 -21.8 
658 356.715 5333.R9S • ·' 175 - 22 . 2. 
659 '361.010 5332.765 248 -20. 2 
660 360.310 ~330.750 t235 -12.7 
661 357.280 s33o.ns 1009 -9.9 
·r 662 363.230 . )33L010 .. 928 -15. t 





































AppendiX: · 2 .1: 2.5-D forward ~ravity modelling pro~~:ram. 
2. 5 IH~ENS IONAL GRAVITY PROGRAM 
~SMUSSEN AND PEOt::R~ON FORMULATION 
GEOPH. PIWSP., VOL 27 (1979), PP.749-760 
K.t::(.}UIRED INPUTS 
1. Gl(l)----OB$E:RVED ANOMALIES 
2. C(I)----COODINATE ALONG PROFILE 
. \ 
~: ~--======~~:i~ ~: ~~~~~~NS ON PROFILE -~ 
S. P(J)-----DENSITY BLOCK J 
6. S(J)---NUM.BER SIDES BLOCK J 
7. Y1, Y2----STRIKE LENGTHS IN -Y AND +Y , 
***BLOCK COORDINATES MUST BF. ~:NTERIW CLOCKWIS!7.*** 
•*NO TWO SUCCESSIVE Z COORDINATES CAN BE E~UAL*** 
**ALL DISTANCES IN KILOMETERS*** 
***ALL. DENSITIES IN GM/CM3*** 
***MAXIMU11 OF ~9 SIDES PER BODX~** 
DIMt::NSION G1 (50) ,C( 50) ,W( 50).~( 50), IS( SO), T(>SO) 
D,IMENSION X(20,20) ,Z(20 ,20) ,X2(20 ,20), Yl(20), Y2(202.._ 
OPEN(l,NAME~'RPGRAV.DAT' ,TYP!i:-'OLD') · ·· ., 
READ(l, 900 )N ,J . . ' 
TYPE' 900 ,N, J · 
DO 1000 I~l ;N 
READ(l,.90l) G1(l),C(I) 
DO 1010 Jl•l,J . 
READ( 1 , 9 02) P( J 1), IS ( J 1 )', Y 1 ~ J 1) , Y2 ( J 1) 
DO 1025 -L•l,J 
ISS=IS(L) · \ 
DO 1020 I•l,ISS 
READ( 1, 903 )X(L, I),' Z( L, I) 
. X2(L, ~) .. X(L,I) . 
CO.NTHWE 
CONTINUE 
QO 1130 L•1 ,J 
l•IS(L)+l 









DO 1029 1.•1 ,J 
TYPE 905,L, P(L),Yl(L),Y2(L) 
ISS•IS(L)+1 
DO 1028 I•l,ISS 
TYPE 906,L, I,X(L, I) ,Z(L, I) 
CONTINUE 
I 









Appondl x 2 • h 2 • 5-D f O'<o<d "" v it y mod olll "" f. •· 
W(H) IS THE TOTAL ANOMALY AT EACH STATIO~ 
DO 1030 H·l~N .. 
W(M)•O 
DO 1032 L•l ,J 
\ ISS•IS(L) 
) DO 1031 I~l.,ISS ' 
OX•X(L,I+l )-X(L;I) 
DZ"'Z{L, I+l )-Z(L,I) 
ZN•-OX/SQRT(DX**2.0+DZ**2.0) 
PHI=ATAN2(DZ ,DX) 
U l•X( L, I)*COS( Rlfi)+Z(L, I }*SIN (PHI) 
U2 •X( L, I+ 1) *COS(PIII)+Z(L, I+ 1) *SIN( PHI) 
WX•Z ( L, I )*COS( PHif·X( L, I) *SIN( PHI) 
Rl•SQRT(U1**2 ,O+WX**2 ,0) 
R2 •SQRT(U2**2 ,O+WX**!Z .0) 
BR11•SQRT(Rl**2 ,O+Yl'(L)*ii2 .0). 
BR21·SQRT(R2**2.0+Yl(L)**2 .0) 
8Rl2 •SQRT(Rl **2 ,0+Y2 (L)**2. 0) 
BR2 2 •SQRT( R2 **2 .O+Y2 ( L)**2 .0) 
A•(X(L, I}*Z(L·, I+l)-Z(L, I)*X(L, I+l)) / 
&(DX**2 .O+DZ**2 .0) 
IH•ALOG( (U2+BR21)/(Ul+BR11)) 
B2 -=ALOG( (U2 +BR22 )/(Ul+BR12)) 
ClaYl(L)+BR21 . 











D2•ALOG( ( R.2 *(Y2(L)+BR12)) / ( Rl *(Y2 ( L) +BR2t))) 
El•ATAN((U2*Yl(L))'/(WX*BIU1)) 
E2 •ATAN((U2 *Y2 ( L)}/ (wX*BR2 2)) . 
Fl,;.ATAN( (Ul *Yl (L) )/(WX*BRll)) 
F2•ATAN( (Ul*Y2 (L) )/ (WX*BR12)) 
ARl•(Yl(L)*ZN*B1)-A*(DZ*Dl+DX*(El-Fl)) 
AR2 •(Y2(.L)*ZN*II2 )-A*(DZ*D2 +OX*( E2-172)) 
, Stn-11 .;.SUMI+ARI 
SUM2 •SUM2+AR2 
s-c SUH2 -su~n ~ 
T(L) --1. O*AK*P ( L)*S 
TYPE 907,L,T(L) 
S•O . • S~1•j s~ 
CONTINUE 





















TYPE 908 ,H ,C(M) ,Gl(H) ,WOI),DELl 
DO 1039 L•1,J 
ISS .. IS(L)+1 
DO 1038 I•l, ISS 
Ml .. H+~ 




GRAPHICS PACKAGE FOLLOWS 
COOROINATY. PACKAGE FOLLOWS HERE 
TYPE 909 
ACCEPT *,II 
IF(ILLT.l)GO TO 1036 
CALL PR1PLOT(W,G1~C,N) 
1036 TYPE 910 
ACCEPT *,II 
IF(II . LT.1)'GO TO 1035 
1034 CALL COORD(X2,Z,~,YI,Y2) . 
DO i040 L•l ,J 
ISS=IS(L) 
DO 1041 I•1,ISS 
1041 X(L,I)aX2(L,I) 
I•IS(L)+1 
1040 X(L,I)•X2(L, I) 
GO TO 1024 
1035 OPEN(2 ,NAME=,' RPGRAVI.DAT', TYPE•'OLD') 
WRITE(2, 900)N ,J 
·.no 1090 r-1 ,N 
1090 WRITE(2, 901 )Gl (I) ,C( I), W( I) 
~0 1091 Jl•l,J. 
1091 WRITE( 2, 90z-) P( J l), I,S(J 1) 1 Y 1 (J 1), Y2 (J 1 j 
· DO 1092 L•l ,J 
ISS=IS(L) 
DO 1093 I•l,ISS 
WRITE(2,903)X2(L,I),Z(L 1 l) 
.1 ' 
. 1 OIJ3 CONTINUE • . 
1092 CONTINUE 
900 FORMAT(2IS) 
901 FORMAT(3Fl0 .2) 
902 FORMAT(F5,2 1 l5,2F8.3) 
903 FORMAT(2F10.3) 
90'4 FORMAT( 2){ I' PARAHt:n:as INPUT') 
905 ~ORMAT(2X,'BLOCIC NUMBER', I5 1 'DENSITY •' ,FS. 3, 'QUCH3 
&' .',/,2X,'Y1•',F8.3,' AND Y2•' 1 F8.3) 
906 FORMAT(2X, 'COORDINATES .' ,2 I3 ,2F9.3) 
907 . FORMAT(2X, 'ANOMALY FROM BLOCK', 13, '•' , F9. 3, 'HGAL') 
908 FORMAT(2X,'STN NO ·',I5 1 /,2X,'AT LOCATION',F9.3 
1 ,2.X, 'OBSERVED ANOMALY•', F9 ,3 ,/,2X, 'CALCULATED ANOMALY•' , F9.J, 
2 'DH'FERENCE•' • F9. 3. I/) 
909 FORMAT(2X,'DO YOU WANT. A PRI NTER PLOT 1~YES O• NO') . 




App.,.n4ix 2.1: 2.5-D forward gravity Inode lling rrop,ram . 




DIMENSION X(20,20) ,X2(20,20) ,P(20) ,Z(20,20) ,YA(20), 
&YB(20) 
113 TYPE 911 
ACCEPT *,II 
IF (II. LT .l )GO TO 10 
TYPE 912 
ACCEPT *, L ,P(L) 




"' IF(II.LT.) )GOTO 2 , 
TYPE 916 
ACCEPT *,K,YA(K),YB(K) 
GOTO 10 , : ~-, 
2 TYPE 913 
ACCEPT *,II 
IF(II.LT.1)GO TO 99 
TYPE 914 
ACCKPT *,L,l,X2(~,I),Z(L,I) 
GO TO 2 
9ll FORMAT(2X,'DO YOU WISH TO CHANG~ BLOCK DENSITIES 1=-YES O•NO ' ) 
912 FORMAT(2X, 'gNTER BLOCK NUMBER AND NEW DENSITY') 
913 FORMAT(2X, 'DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE COORDS 1-YES O• NO') 
914 FORHAT(2X,'ENTER BLOCK NO,COORD NO,XCOORD,ZCOORD') 
in 5 FORMAT( 2X, 'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE TilE STRIKE LENGTH? 
& l•YES ,O•NO') , 
916 FORMAT(2X,'INPUT BLOCK#, Yl, Y2') 
99 RETURN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE TO PRINTER PLOT 
c 
910 
Y AXIS ALONG LINE OF TYPE 






DO 910 · K•l,N 
JYL•IFIX(AMINl(Y(K),BYL)) 
JYI L•lFIX(AHINl (Y 1 (K) ,BYl L)) 
JYM•IFIX(AMAXl (Y(K) ,BYM)) . 
JYlM•IFIX(AMAXl (Y 1 (K), BYlM)) 
BYL-FLOAT(JYL) . 


















DO 930 K•1,Jl 
930 JY(K)•lO*(J1L+K-1) 
TYPR 933 ,(JY(K),K--l,Jl) 
TYPE 934 
945 TYPE 935 
DO 940oKJ<•l, N 
LYC•Y(KK)+O.S-lO*JlL 
LYOmYl(KK)+.5-10*JlL 
IF(LYC.EQ.LYO)GO TO 917 
IF(LYC.GT.LYO)GO TO 918 
LY•LYO-LYC 
TYPE 936 ,KK 
CO TO 955 
918 LY~LYC-LYO 
TYPE 937,KK 
GO TO 955 
917 TYPE 938,KK 
955 KK l•KK+ 1 
IF(KKl.GT.N)GO TO 921 
HX•IFIX(X(~l)-X ( KK)) 
DO 950 M•l,MX 




934 FORMAT( lOX, (J l>(' K', 9X)) 
935 FORHAT(2X ,/ ////) ' 
·936 FORMAT(2X,I7, '+' ,(LYC)X, 'C' ,(LY)X, '0'-) 
937 FORJo1AT(2X, !7, '+ ' ,(LYO)X, 'O' ,<LY>X, 'C') 
938 FORMAT(2X,I7,'+',(LYC)X,'B') 
939 FORMAT(9X, '+' ,/) 
RETURN 




































Appendix 2.2: 2.5-D gravity inversion program. 
2.-5 DIMENSIONAL GRAVITY PROGRAM 
RAS~JSSEN AND PEDP.RSON FORMULATION 
PLUS A BOTT INVERSIONU 
. AND . CONSTRAINTS ON THE Z VARIABLe · 
FORMULATION FROM: G'E H. PROSP., VOL. 27 (1979), PP.749-760, 
l. G1(I),---OBSF.RVED ANOMALIES . 
2. C(I)-----COODINATE ALONG PROFILE 
3. N--------NUHBER OF STATIONS ON PROFILF. 
4. J--------NUMBER OF BLOCKS 
S. P--------DENSITY or· THI': BLOCK 
6. S(J)----NUHBER SIDES BLOCK J 
7. XL------PROFILE LENGTH 
8, W(J)...----CALCUT..ATI':D ANOMALIES 
9. Y1 ,Y2---.-DISTANCE OF Y-llDGES IN -Y AND +Y 
DIRECTIONS, RESPF.CTIVELV 
10. RZl,RZ2--TOP AND BOTTOM DEPTH CONSTRAINTS, 
RESPECTIVF.LY 
11. IZ-------CHECK FOR CONSTRAINTS: 
0 • NONE; 3 ~BETWEEN RZ1 AND RZ2; 
5 - ON MINIMUM DEPTH ONLY (Z2) 
12. ZD-------MINIHUH DEPTH FOR ENTIRE HODEL 
13. ID------STATION. NUMBERS 
14. SIGMA----NUMBER CHOOSEN SUCH THAT THE . HEAN IS 0.0 ANO 
THE VARIANCE IS 0.500 (USUALLY 5.00 TO START) 
15. Nl<OUNT---MAXIMUM NO. OF INTERATIONS ALLOWED (USUALLY 100) 
16. WIDTH----HALF-WIDTH OF THE COS**2 BELL CURVE (USUALLY 5.0) 
17. J2-------NO. OF STATIONS ON EITHER SIDE OF THE CENTER OF 
THF. BELL CURVE CHF.CKED (USUALLY 5) 
18. KOUNT----TOTAL NO. OF ITERATIONS 
**ALL' DISTANCES IN KILOMETERS*** 
***ALL DENSITIES IN GH/CM3*** 
***liAXIHUM OF 49 SIDES PER BODY*** 
OIMENSION ·G1(100),C(lOO),W(100),X2(50),Z(SO),TH(l00), 
&DLG(100),X(SO),DLT(lOO),IZ(100),RZ1(100),RZ2(100), 
&Z2 ( 100), ID( 50), IM( 100), IP( 100), CXMl ( 100), CXP1 ( 100), 








Appendlx 2.2: 2,5-D gravity inversion pro~ram. 
C READ(6,95l)CFIL£ 
ACCEPT 9 S I, CFILP: 
OPEN( 1 ,NAME•CFIL.E, TYP~·· OLD') 
OPEN(2 ,NAME•' KPUNDIGl.DAT' 1 TYPE:•'OLD') 
OPeN(3,NAME•'RPPLOT.DAT' ,STATUS•'N~W') 
KOUNT•O 
C RE!AD IN DATA 
READ( 1 , 900.)TITLE 
WRITE(2 ,90l)TITLE 
WRIT!(6,90l)TITU: , 
READ(l,902)N,P,XL,SIGMA 1 NKOUNT,WlDTH,J2,Yl,Y2,ZD 
TYPE 902 ;N,P,XL,SIGMA,NKOUNT ,WIOTH,J2, Yl ,'!2 ,ZO 
WRITE(2,902)N,P,XL,SIGMA,NKOUNT,WIDTH,J2,YI,Y2,ZD 
DO 1000 I•l ,N .. 
READ( 1 ,903) Gl (I) ,C(I), IZ(I),RZI (I), RZ2 (I) ;ID( I) 
!000 Z2 ( I)•RZ I (I) 
· GAMKA•O .00 
IF(C(l).NE.O.OO)THEN 
GAMMA•C( 1) 





C ~LCULATE INITIAL. BODY THICKNESS 




DO 21 I•!',N 
TH(I)•DLG(I)/(41.9*P) 
21 CONTINUE 
C ·ASSIGN X,Z COORDINATES TO THE INTITIAL BODY 
X(l)•O.O-GAMMA+ADJ 
X (2 ~ •XL-GAMMA 
Z(l )•0 .OOI+ZD 
Z(2 )-<> ,002+ZD 
X( IS"+ 1 )•X(l) 
Z( IS+ l)•Z(l) 




GOTO 23 . 
END IF 
IF(IZ(J), E:Q. 5) THEN 
Z(I)·Z2(J) 
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GOTO 23 
END IF 




IF(Z(I). NE . Z(I-l))GOTO 22 
Z(I)=Z(I)+ . OOl 
22 CONTINUE 




C CALCULATION OF GRAVITY EFFECT 






DO 10 31 I= 1 , IS 
DX=X(I+l) - X(I) 
DZ=Z(I+l)-Z(I) 
ZN=-DX/SQRT(DX**2+DZ**2) 















IF(C1 . EQ . O. OO) THEN 
RATIOl=O . O 




IF(RATIOl . LE . O. OO) THEN 








Append!~ 2.2: 2.5-D gravity inversion program. 
1031 
FlaATAN((Ul*Yl)/(WX*BRll)) 








DO 1038 1•1, ISS 
\ Ml•M+ 1. 
IF(Mf.GT .N)GO TO 1030 
1038 X(I)•X(I)-(C(Hl)-C(H)) 
1030 CONTINUE 
C END OF GRAVITY CALCULATION· 
C CALCULATE DLT FROM DIFFERESCe IN CALCULATED AND OBSERV~D VALUES 
DO SO I•l ,N 
DLG(I) .. Gl(I)-W(I) 
DLT(I)~DLG(I)/(4l.9*P) 
50 CONTINlJE 
C FIND AND CHECK SUM OF SQUARES OF 1RESIDUALS AND CHECK NKOUNT 
TBaO.O ' 
TTL .. O.O 
DO 51 I•l,N 
Tli•QLG( 1)**2 .q 
TTL•TTL+TB 





C HEGIN COSINE BELL SMOOTHING 
..... 
c IH-----~--STATION NO. I-J, WHERE I IS THE CENTER OF THE BELL 
C XH,XP-----DISTANCE FROM BELL CENTER TO THE IMth STATION 
C .IP---'----.;..STATION NO. I+J, WHEJU:' r,IS THE CENTER OF THE BELL 
C XMl ,XPl--ANGLE (0-90) OF LOCATION XP FROM CENTER O.F BF.LL (O) 
C· CXMl,CXPl-WEIGHTTNG FACTOR AT IMth/IPth STATION 
C TYTM------SUH OF WEIGHTS IN 1-J.DIRECTION 
C TWTP------SUH OF WEIGHTS IN I+J DIRECTION 
C NT-------TOTAL WEIGHTS .AT A STATION 
C DLT2------~ICKNESS CHANGE AT IHth or IPth STATION DUE TO CENTRAL 
c 
. . 704 
: POINT THICKNESS 
PID2•3.141~927/2.0 























Appendix 2.2: 2.5-D gr~vity ~nversion pro~ram. 
IF(IP(J).GT.N)GOTO 705 
XP .. C( IP(J) )-C(I) 
IF(IH(J).LT.l.AND.I~(J).LE.N)GOT0 . 703 
IF(IM(J). LT. 1. AND. I P( J) .GT. N)GOTO 710 












DO 706 J•l,J2 
IF(IH(J) .GE.l.AND.TWT,GT.O,OO) THEN 
. DLT2 ( IM(J) )~DLT2 ( IM(J) )+(.( CXMl (J) /TWT)*DLT( I)) 
. END IF 
IF(IP(J).LE.N.AND.TWT.GT.O.OO) ~EN 
DLT2 ( IP(J) )•DLT2 ( IP(J) )+( ( CXP 1 (J) /TWT)*DLT( I)) 







701 CONTINUE \ 
DO 707 1•1 0 N 
DLT(I)•(DLT(I)+DLT2(1))/2,0 
. TH(i)•TH(I)+DLT(l) 
DLT2 (I) •0. ~ 
. IF(TH(-I).GT.O,()l)GOTO 707 
TH(I)•0.011 . 
707 CONTINUE 
C REASSIGN X,Z VALUES TO THE BODY 
X(l)•O.D-GAMMA+ADJ . 
X(2 )•XL.:..GAMMA · 
X(tS+l)•X(l) . 
Z(l )•0.001 +ZD 
Z(2)•0.002+ZD 
Z(IS+l)•Z(l) 
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Z (I) •ZD+TH(J) 
IF(Z(I).LT.RZl(J)) THEN 
Z(I)•RZl (J) 















vt .. o 
VAR~O ·. 
DO 120 I~l ,N 
XMEAN•XMEAN+DLG(I) 
xMEAN•XMEAN/N 






C RENUMBER BODY IN X AND OUTPUT FINAL MODEL 
57 
58 
DO 57 I•l ,N 
C( I) -c (I )+GAMMA 
X ( 1)•0. O+ADJ 
X(2)•Xv 






DO 60 I•LiN 
WRI TE(6 ~ 908) C(l) , G 1 (I) , DLG(I")', W(I) 
60 CONTINUE . , ! ... : 
1 0)5 WRITE(2, 909)N ,P t-XL, I~ ,SI!, TTL, KOUNT ,ZD 
DO 1090 1•1 N . . · 
1090 WRITE(2,9IO)C(I),Gl(!),DLC(I),W(I),ID(l) 
DO 1093 I•l,IS , 




DO 500 . 1•1 ,N 
WRITE(3,916)Gl(I),~(I),W(I) 
' ... 









Appen~lx 2.2: 2.5-D ~ravtty Inversion progr~m. 
'5,00 CONTINUE 
WRITE(3 ,917 )IS 
DO SOl I··1,IS 
. WRITE(~,918)X(I),Z(I) 
501 CONTINUE · 
tOO FORMAT(A72) 
901 FORMAT(lX,A71) 
. I 902 FO!tMAT(IS ,2 F6.2, F8 .2, IS, F6.2, I3 ,3F8. 3) 
903 FORMAT(2Fl0.2,I5,2Fl0.2,15) 
.904 FOR.MAT(Fl0.2) 
905 FORMAT( 2X, 'THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERATIONS•', IS) t 
906 FORMAT(2X,'THE MEAN .IS',F7.3,' AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION 
&IS',F7.3) 1 
· _ 907 FORMAT(2Fl0 .2,l 
. 908 FORMAT(4F10.2) . 
90~0RHAT(I5,2 F6.2,IS;F8.5,Fl0. 2 ,!5,F8.J) 
910 FORHAT(4Fl0.2,110) 
911 RMAT(2Fl0.2) 
915 FORMAT(2 IS) 
916 FORMAT0F10.2) 
9(7 FORHAT(SX,IS) ' 
918 FORMAT(iF10.3) 
950 FORMAT(2X, 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE TO BE READ?',$) 
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2 DIMENSIONAL GRAVITY PROGRAM 
GRANT & Wt:ST FORMULATION 'i 
·PLUS A BOTT INVERSION 
AND CONSTRAINTS . ON T~E Z YARIRL~ 
fORMULATION FROM: GEOPII. PROSP., VOL_. 27 (1979), P~749-760. 
1. Gl(I)----OBSERVED ANOMALIES ~ 
2. C(I)-----COODINAT~ ALONG PROFILg 
3. N ------NUMBER .OF STATIONS ON PROFILE 
4, J--------NUMBER OF BLOCKS 
C 5. P--------DENSITY OF THE BLOCK 
C 6. S(J)--...;--NUMBER SIDES RLOCK J 
C 7. XL-------PROFILE LENGTH 
C 8, W(J)-----CALCUJ..ATED ANOMALIES 
C 9. Yl, Y2---DISTANCE OF Y-EDGES IN '-Y AND +Y 
C . DIRECTIONS, RESPEC'TIVELY . 
. ~r~!RZl--TOP AND BOTTOM DEPTII CONSTRAINTS, 
C J . RESPF;CTIVELY. , 
C 1 L IZ'.;.-----CHECK FOR CONSTRAINTS: 
C 0 • NONE; 3 ~BETWEEN RZl AND RZ2; 
' C . 5 • ON MINIMUM DEPTH ONLY (Z2) 
C 12. ZD---~--MINIMUM DEPTH FOR ENTIRE MODEL 
C 13. ID-------STATION NUMBERS 
C 14. SIGMA---NUMBER CHOOSEN SUCH THAT THE MEAN IS 0.0 AND 
C THE VARIANCE IS ·O.SOO (USUALLY 5.00 TO START) 
. C 1 5. NKOUN'I"---MAXIMUM NO. OF INTERA TI ONS ALLOWED (USUALLY 100) 
C 16. WIDTH--HALF-WIDTH OF THE COS**2' BELL CURVE (USUALLY 5. 0) 
C 17. JQ-------NO. OF STATIONS ON EITHER .SID~ OF THE CENTER OF 
C , THE BELL 'CURVE CHECK§Jl-( U-S1JALL Y 5) . 
C 18. KOUNT-~-TOTAL NO. OF ITERATIONS 
C **ALL DISTANCES IN KILOMETERS*** 
C ***ALL DENSITIES IN GM/CM3*** 
C ***MAXIMUM OF 49 SIDES PER BODY*** 
DIMENSION G1(lOO),C(lOO),W(lOO),X2(50),Z(SO),TH(I OO), 
&DLG( 100) ,X( 50) ,DLT( 100) ,IZ(lOO) ,RZl( 100) ,RZ2( 100), . 
· &Z2(100),tD(SO),IM(lOO),IP(lOO),CXMl(lOO),CXP1 (100), 
&DLT2 (1 00) 
CHARACTER*72 TITLE 
CHARACTER*30 CFILE~ 
D~TA ADJ/0.00/ • 
WRIT&(6,9SO) 
C READ( 6, 951 )CFILE 
.ACCEPT 9Sl,CFILE 
OPEN(l,NAME- CFILE,TYPE•'OLD') 
OPEN(2,NAME•iUNDIGl.DAT',TYPE- 1 NEW 1 ) 
OPEN( 3. NAME• I QMPLOT .PAT I ,STATUS- I NEW I) . 
KOUNT-0 . 
c READ IN DATA 













· Ap_peodh: 2.3: 2-D gravity inversion program. 
TYPE 902,N,P,XL,SIGMA,NKOU'NT,\HDTH,J2,ZD. 
WRLT£(2,902 )N ,P, XL, SIGMA,NKOUNT ,WIDTH,J2, ZD 
·, D() 1000 i•l ,N . 
· . READ(l,9()3) Gi(I),C(I),IZ(I),RZI(I),RZ2(l),ID(l) 
1000 Z?(I)•RZ1(I} 
· GAMMA•O. 00 ". · 
., . 
.) 
·rF( C( 1 ). NE.O .QO) THEN 
CAMMA•C( 1) 
00 650 . I•l ,N 
650 C(I)~C(I)-GAMMA 
. • END IF .· 
t · IF.(G_AMMA.LT.2.50)AD.;Ja-5.00 . 
IS--N+2 • 
C CALCULATE. INITIAL BODY THICKNESS 
DO 20 l•l,N 
TH( I).io .0 
DLG(I)•Gl(L) 
2 0 CONTINUE' 
DO 21· I•l,N 
TH<n-nta< o 1 c 4I.9*P>. 
. 21 CONTINUE • ' 
C . ASSIGN X,Z COORDINATES TO THE INTITIAL BODY 
X( 1 )•0.0-GAMMA+Al)J 
X( 2 )•XL.;.GAMMA ' 
· .. Z( l)•O.OOl+ZD 
Z(2 )•O.OOZ+ZD 
X(IS+l)=X(l) . 
. jOS+l)':"Z(l) , 






















IF(Z(I) .NE.Z( 1- 1) )GOTO 
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. C CALCULATION OF GRAVITY EFFECT 
10() DO 1030 M•l ,N 
S=O 
W(M)•O 
DO 1031 1-l,IS 
A•(X( 1+1 )-XCI) )/(Z( I+ I )-Z( I)) 
B,.(X( I )*Z( I+ 1 )-X(I+ 1) *Z( I))/ (Z (I+l )-Z(I)) 
D•O. S*ALOG((X( I+l )1i*2+Z(I+ 1 )**2) /(X(I)**2 
&+Z(I)**2)) . 
E•A*(ATAN(X(I+ 1)/Z( I+ 1) )-ATAN(X(I)/Z( I))) 
R1 .. B*(D+E)(J}.+A**2) . 
1'031 ' S•S+Rl . 
' W(H)•2*AX.*P*S 
ISS•IS+l 
DO 1038 I"'l,ISS 
Hl•M+l 
. IF(Ml.GT.S)GO TO 1030 
1038 X(I)•X(I)-(C(Ml)-C(M)) 
1030 CONTINUE 
C _ END OF GRAVIT'{ CA1.CULATION - .e 
C CALCULATE DLT. FROM DIFFERENCE IN CALCULATED AND OBSERVED VALUES 
DO 50 I•l,N 
· DLG(I)-Gl(I)-W(I) 
DLT(I)•DLG(I)/(41.9*P) 
~0 CONTINUE . 
C FIND AND CHECK SUM OF SQUARES OF RESIDUALS AND CHECK NKOUNT 
TB-0.0 
TTL•O.O 
DO 51 1•1,N . 
TB•DLG( I )**2 .0 
• TTL·TTL+TB 
51 CONTINUE 




. C RECIM COSINE BELL SMOOTHING 
C 1M------STATION NO. l-J, WHERE I IS THE CENTER OF THE BELL 
C XM,XP--DISTANCE FROM BELL CENTER TO THE . IMth STATION 
C IP...:-----STATION NO. I+J, WHERE I IS THE CENTER OF THE HELL 
C XMl ,XPl-ANGLE (0-90) OP' LOCATION XP FROM"t:EN'l"ER OF BELL (0) 
C CXHl.CXPl-WEIGHTING FACTOR AT IMth/lPth STATION 
C TWTM----SUM OF WEIGHTS IN I-J DIRECTIOtf 
C TWTP--.,;--SUM OF W'EIGRTS IN I+J DIRECTION 
C TWT------TOTAL WEIGHTS AT A STATION 
C DLTZ-----TliiCKNESS CHANGE AT 1Hth or. IPth STATION DUE TO CENTRAL 
C POINT THICKNESS 
PID2•3.1415921/2.0 1 
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IF( IH(J); L T .l.AND. IP( J). LE.N)GOTO 703 
. IF(IM(J)~LT.l.ANO.IP(J).GT.N)GOTO 710 
IF(IM(J).LT~l)GOTO 703 . . • 
, IF(XM.GE.IHDTH)G<JTO 703 
. XMl•PID2*(XM/WIDTH) 
CXMl (J)•(COS(XM!.)**2 .0 )/2 .0 
TWTM•.TW'TH+CXM 1 ( J) 
IF( IP( J) .G'r. N)GO.TO 702 ~ 
IF(X~.GT.WIDTH)GOTO 702 
XP l•PI D2 * ( XP/WIDTH) 




DO 706 J•l,J2 
• IF(IM(J). GE. 1. ~D. TWT ,GT, 0. 0()) THEN 
DLT2 (IM( J) )•DL'l'2 (IM(J) )+( (CXMl(J) /TWT)*DLT( I)) 
END IF , 
' ·· 
IF(IP(J).LE.N.AND.twt.GT,O.OO) THEN 
Dl-T2 ( IP( J) )•DLT2 (IP( .1) )+( ( CXP 1 (J) /TWT)*DLT(I)) 
END IF 1 
IH(J)•O 
IP(J)•O 





DO 707 I•l,N 
DLT( I)•(DLT( I )+DLT2 (I) )/2 .0 · 
TH( I)•TH(I)+DLT(I) 
oLn co-o .o 
IF(TH(I).GT.O.Ol)GOTO 707 
TH(I)•O.Ol . 
70~ CONTINUE .. 




Z( 1 )-o.OOl+ ZD 
Z(2)•0.002+ZD 
Z(IS+l )•Z(l) 
DO 54 I•3 ,IS 
J•N-1+3 a 
. •. ·· ,;, · 
!, ---
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IF(IZ(J).EQ.O) THEN 
Z(I)•ZD+TH(J) 
COTO 53 •. 
END IF 
IF(IZ(J).EQ.S) THEN 
· Z( I)•Z2 (J) 
COTO 53 
END ,IF 





• IF(Z(I).GT.RZ2(J)) THEN 
Z(I),.RZ2(J) · 
END IF 
' 53 X(l)•C(J) 




C CALCULATE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF TRt( MODEL 






DO 120 I•l ,N 
XMEAN•XMEAN+DLG(I) 
XMEAN•XMEAN/N 
DO 121 I•l,N 
V1•Vl+((DLG(I)-XHEAN)**2.0) 
VAR•SQRT(VI/(N-1)) 
WRITE( 6 ~ 90 6) XMEAN, VAR 
WRITE(2, 906 )XMEAN, VA.R 
C RENUMBER BODY IN X AND . OUTPUT FINAL MODEL 




X( 1 )•O.O+ADJ 
X(2)•XL 
DO 58 1•3, IS 
J•N-!+3 
X(I)•C(J) 
DO 59 I•l, IS 
WRITE(6,907)X(I),Z(I) 
59 CONTINUE 
DO 60 I•l,N 
WRITE( 6: 908)C(I), Gl( I) ,DLG(I) ,W(I ) . 
60 CONTINUE 
1035 WRITE(2, 909)N ,P ,XL, IS,SIGMA, TTL,KOUN'f ,ZD 
1090 
DO 1090 l•l,N 
WRITE(2,910)C(I),Gl(l),DLG(I)~W(I),ID(I) 
DO 109:3 I•l, IS _.;--1 . 
' ·l ...... ,. 








WRITE( 3, 915)N ,J 
DO 500 I•l ,N • ~ 
WRITE(3,916)G1 (I) ,C(I) ,W{..l) ( 
500 CONTINUE ' 
· WRITE(3,917)IS 
DO 501 I•l,IS 
, WRITE(3,918)X(I),Z(I) 
50 1 CONTINUE 
900 FORMAT(A72) 
901 FO_RMAT()X,A71) 
902 FORMAT( IS ,2F6 .2 ,F8 .2, IS, F6, 2, J!3, 16X,F8. 3) 
903 FORMAT(2Fl0.2,I5,2Fl0.2,I5) 
904 FORMAT(Fl0.2) 
905 FORMAT(2X,'THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERATIONS•',IS) 
906 FORMAT(2X,'THE MEAN IS',F7.3,' AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION 


















Appendix 2.4: 3-D gravity mode11in~ program. 
C 3-D GRAVlTY PROGRAM BY M. TALWANI 
C KK--------TOTAL NUMBER.OF STATIONS 
C MQ----.--... -NUMBER OF CONTOUJ~.S FOR TIU S :BODY 
C J---------IF J•O, · THEN ANOTHER BODY FOLLOWS 
C IF J•9, . THEN THIS IS THE LAST BODY . 
C AUX-------OEBUGGING STEP THAT OUTPUTS CONTRIBUTIONS 
c OF EACH SIDE,9F EACH POLYGON 
C U---------IF U-0, THEN BODY TOP ENDS IN A CONTOUR 
C IF U NE 0, THEN BODY TOP ENDS IN A POINT . 
C zu-------DE.PTR TO TOP OF BODY ' WHEN U NE 0 
C VU----~---ZERO . . 
C T-----..,.--IF ,T'"O,, THEN BODY BOTTOM ENDS IN 
IF T NE 0, THEN BODY -BOTTOM ENDS 




IN A POINT 
T NE 0 
C GGG-.------ANOTRER DEBUGGING STEP. IF G NE 0, OUTPUT OF 
C INTEGRATION CALCU1.AT10NS OCCURS ' 
C PUN-~-----ZERO ' 
C FX--------X COORDINATE OF A STATION 
C FY-~------Y COORDINATE OF A STATION 
C FZ------..,.-z COORDINATE OF A STATION . . 
C GANOM-----OBSERVED ANOMALY AT A STATION (FX,FY,FZ) 
C ANOH------ANDMAtY AT A STATION DUF. TO ONE BODY 
C TANOM-----SUM OF ALL ANOH'S. FOR A STATION 
.. 
C RANOH----.-RANOH • TANOM - GANOH 
C HID-------NUMERICAL ID OF A.CONTOUR, i.e. FOR THE ~IRST CONTOUR, 
C HID-1, etc. . 
C RHO----~-DENSITY CONTRAST IN G/CM**3 AS A CONTOOR LEVEL. 
C THIS CAN CHANGE WITH D!!:PTH IN THIS HODEL. 
C ZEE-----~-DEPTH OF THE CONTOUR 
. C III-----~NUHBER OF CORNER POINTS FOR A CO~TOUR 
C · DUM-------IF DUM NE 0; THEN THIS COUNTOUR IS IDENTICAL TO THE . 
C PREVIOUS ONE 
C X(I,J)-~-X COORDINATE OP A CONTOUR CORNER POINT 
C Y(I,J)----Y COORDINATE OF A CONTOUR CORNER POINT 
C V---~-----SUM OF CONTRIBUTIONS FOR A PARTICULAR CONTOUR 
DIMENSION FX( 500) ,FY( 500), FZ(500) ,II I( 100) ,RHO( 100), ZEE( 100), 
. &KID( 100), V( 100) ,DEL(l00) ,DELP( 100) ,X( 100,200), Y( 100,200), 
&SIGMA( 100) ,GG( 100), TANOM(SO.D) ,GANOH( 500) ,~OM( 500) 
· C 
CHARACTER*12 TlnE . . 
CHARACTER*20 CFIN,CFOUT 
WRITE(6,950) . 
ACCEPT . 951 ,CFIN 
· OPEN(10 7NAME-CFIN,STATUS•'OLD') 
WRITE(6,952) 
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DO 52 15•1 ,200 










, IF(KRT.GT.l)GO TO 65 
60 READ( 10,903) ( FX(K), FY(K) ,GANOM(K), K•l,KK) 
WRITE(6, 904 )(FX(K), YY(K) ,GANOM(K), K•1 ,KK) 
· 65 MM•MQ+1 
70 DO 75 M'"2,MM 
READ(l0,905)MID(M),RHO(M),ZEE(M),III(H),DUM 
WRJTF.( 6, 905)MID(H), RHQ(M) ,ZEE(M), III(M) ,DUM 
Il•III(M) . 
MUM•M:-1 
DO 20 13•1 ,100 





IF(DUM)3 0 4,3 
3 IF(H:-2)5,4,5 




4 READ( 10, 907)(X(M ,1), Y(M, I), l•l, II) 
WRITE(6,901)(X(H, I), Y(M, I) ,I•l,II) 
75 CONTINUE 
80 WRITE(6,908) . . 
85 WRITE(6,900) . 
IF(PUN)l00,200,100 
CHECK TO SEE IP BODY TOP OR BOTTOM ENDS IN A POINT 
100 IF(U)l05,ll0,105 
105 MO•l , 






. . . 
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Appendtx 2.4: 3-D gravity lllodelling program. 
110 M0"'2 
115 IF(T)l20,125,120 ·. 





130 NGC•MP-MO+ 1 
MRS•'M0+2 
NGG•NGC-2 
. 200 DO 500 K•l ,KK 
IF(JRK.EQ.O)THEN 
C WRITE X,Y,Z COORDINATES OF THE STATIONS 
WRITE(6,916) 
WRITE(6,917) 
205 • WRITE(6,918)K,FX(K), FY(K) ,FZ(K) 
END IF . . 
C BE41N 'cALCULATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS OF· EACH CONTOUR 











230 WRITE( 6 1 909)HID(M), III(M),, ZEE(H), RHO( H) 
235 li•III(M) 
DO 395 1•2 1 11 \ 
ALPH2..tX(K, I )-FX( K) \ 
\ 8ET~•Y(M 1 I)-FY(K) \ 
1t2•SQRT(ALPR2**2+BETA2**2) '\ 
IF( R2 )240 I 365.2 40 
240 GAMM2•ALPH2/R2. 
DELT2•BETA2/R2 
245 IF(Rl )250,365 ,250 \ 
250 DEATH•ALPR1-ALPR2 · \ 
TAXES•BETAl-BETA2 . . \ . 





IF(ABS(P)-.00001)365,365,255 . \ 
2 55 I'P'{P)260,365 ,265 
260 s--1.0 ·\ 
GOTO 270 
265 S•l.O r. 










' ' . 
··, 
., 
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Appendix 2~4: 3-Dgravity 1110d~lling program • 
. 275 IF(EMM)280,365,285 
280 W•-1.0 
GOT0290 
285 w-1 ~o 
290 IF(Z)291,292,291 
291 PSI•S*(Z/SQRT(P**2+Z**2)) 






295 , A•W*l.S70796327 
GOTO 310 .-












.325 B•-1.570795327 'f.;;), 
GOTO. 335 . 
330 IP(ABS(BB).LT.l.O 'l'HEN 
. . · , ~-ATAN(BB/(SQ (l • .:..BB**2))) 
ELSE . 
8•0 
END IF . 






. . GOTO 360 • 


























































C END CALCULATION OF GRAVITY DUE TO EACH CONTOUR 




















Appendix 2.4: 3-D ~ravity modelling pro~lam. 
MID(MP)•MID(MM)+l 
. III(MP)•l . 
ZEE(MP)•ZT 
RHO(MP)•RHO(MM) 


















XA3•(ZEE(M)-ZEE(M+1) )*(ZEF.( H)-ZEE(M+l)) *(ZEE(H)-ZEE(M+ 1)) 
XB3.:,(ZEE(H+ 1 )-ZEE(M+2) )*(ZEE(M)-ZEE(H+2)) 
XC3~V{M+2)•(XA3/XB3) 
DEL(M+l )•(XCl+XC~+XC3) /6.0 
YAl•(ZEE(H+ 1 )-ZEE(H+2) )*(ZEE(H+l )-ZEE(M+2) )"'( ZEE(M+ 1 )-ZEE(M+2)) 
YB1•(ZEE(H)-ZEE(H+2))*(ZEE(H)-ZEE(H+l)) 
YCl•V(M)*(YAl/YBl) 
YA2.•(ZEE(H+ 1 )-ZEE(H+2) )/ (ZEE(M)-ZEE(M+ l)) 
YB2•ZEE(M+2)+2.0*ZEE(H+l)-3.0*ZEE(H) 
YC2•V(M+l )*YA2 *YB2 
YA3•(ZEE(M+l)-ZEE(H+2))/(ZEE(M)-ZEE(H+2)) 
YB3•ZEE(H+l )+2 .O*Zi!E(M+2 )-3 .O*ZEE(H) 
YC3•V(H+2)*YA3*YB3 
DELP(M+2)•(YCl+YC2+YC3)/6.0 
4 60 CONTINUE . 
ANOM•0.5*(DEL(MO+l)+DELP(MP)) 







C WRITE DATA INTO CFOUT AND S2GRAV.OUT 
WR1TE(ll,930)FX(K) ,FY(K) ,ANOK, • 
. rMfOM(K)•TANOM(K)+ANOM 
JU•JRKtl· 





Appendix 2.4: 3-D gravity modelling prol(ram. 
4 76 WRITE( 6, 915)(GG(M) ,M•MO,MJ' . .) 
iF( : JN)480,500,480 
480 WRITE(l1, 914 )(GG(M)-,M•MRS ,MP) 
500 CONTINUE . 
WRITE (11 , 9 31) . 
51() IF(J.NE.9)GOTO 50 
D0511Kal,UC 
RANOM(K)-GANOM(K)-TANOM(K) 
C WRITE(6,919)K,FX(K),FY(K),TANOM(K) · 
WRITE(12,920)K,FX(K),FY(K),GANOM(K),TANOM(K),RANOM(K) 
51 1 CONTINUE 
900 FORMAT(A'12) .: : . 






908 FORMAT( lOX, '3-D GRAVITY PROGRAM') 
909 FORMAT(lX,/1/, 12 ,3X. 'VERTICES-'' I2 ,3X, 'DEPTH-'. F7 .z '3X I FS .2) 
910 FORMAT(lX,I2,3F9.2,Fl0.2,4Fl2.7,Fl2.6) 
911 FO~T(4El8.7) . 
912 FORMAT(lX,l2,IS,El0.3,F8.2,<Fl2,7,Fl2.6,2El2.4) 
913 FORMAT(lX, //,lOX,' TOTAL ANOMALY•' ,1 X, El2 .4) 
914 FORMAT(6El2.6) 
915 FORMAT(IX,9El2.4) 
916 FORMAT(lSX,'FIELD POINT· COORDINATES',//,20X'CONTOUR DATA') 
917 FORMAT(llX,'K',4X,'X',9X,'Y',llX,'Z') 
918 FORMATO X, 12, F8.2 ,Fl2 .2, Fl2 .2) . 
919 FORMAT(lOX,'TRE ANOMALY FOR FIELD POINT #',I5,',',/,12X, 
&'COORDINATES -· ,Fl0.3'' '' ,F10.3,/ '14X, 'IS I ,FJ0.2 ,/ /) 
920 FORMAT(IS ,5FI0.3) 
930 FORMAT(2X,3Fl0.3) 
931 FORMAT(//) 
9 50 FORM,AT(2X, 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF THY. INPUT FILE? ' , $) 
951 FOR.~T(A20) 








Appendix 2.5: 3-D magnetics modelHng P.rogram 
C . . 3-D MAGNETICS PR 
C BASED ON EQUATIONS GIVEN lN T 
:c pp. 797-817,1965. GEOPHYSICS JO, 
C . KK--------TOTAL NUMBSR OF STATION 
C HQ----~----NUMBER OF CONTOU~S FOR . HIS BODY . 
. C ,AUX----:·-.-DEBUGGING S~EP ·THAT OUTPUTS CONTRIBUTIONS . 
C · OF EACH SIDF.' OF . EACH POLYGON . ~· 
C U----~----IF U•O, THEN BODY TOP ENDS IN A • R 
C IF U NE 0, THEN BODY TOP ENDS IN' A P INT 
C zu--~---~-DEPTH TO TOP OF BODY WHEN U NE 0 . 
C · VU-------:-ZERO 
C T-...,.------IF T•O, THEN. BODY BOTTOM ENDS IN A CONTOUR 
C . IF T NE O, THEN BODY BOTTOM ENDS IN A POINT 
C ZT-------DEPTH TO THE. BOTTOM OF BODY WHEN · T NE 0 
C VU-----~-ZERO 
C . GGG------::-ANOTHER DEBUGGING STEP. IF G HE 0 ,. OUTPUT OF 
C INTEGRATION .CALCULATIONS OCCURS 
C PUN------ZERO . 
C FX-----~--X 900RDINATE OF A STATION 
C irY-------'l COORDINATE OF A STATION 
c .. 
C AI----'-- --MAGNETIC INCLINATION IN DI':GREES 
C AD-------MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN DEGREES 
C F-----. --TOTAL BACKGROUND FIELD 


























!"Z:----OBSERVED ANOMALY AT A STATION (FX,FY) 
ANOM------ONE OF THE 6 NUHB~s CALCULATED FOR EACH CONTOUR TaAT 
ARE USED TO CAl.CULNrP. THE DX,DY • AND DZ VECTORS 
DX,DY-----CALCULATED MAGNETIC VECTOR AT . A STATION OUE'To A BOD~ 
IN THE X AND Y DIRECtiONS, RESP~CTIVELY. 
DZ,DH--:--GALCULATED MAGNETIC VECTOR AT .A STATION DUE TO A BODY, 
· · VERTICAL AND HORIZOTAL COMPONENTS, RESPECTIVELY 
DT-------TOTAL ANOMALY AT A STATION DUE TO A .BOD'l 
TDX,TDY---TOTAL CALCULATED MAGNETIC VECTOR AT A StATION IN THE 
X AND Y DIRECTIONS, RESP~CTIVELY 
TDZ, TDH---TOTAl, CALCULATED MAGNET.IC VECTOR AT A STATION IN THE 
VERTCAL AND HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONS, RESPECTIVELY 
TOT-----TOTAL CALCULATED MAGNETIC ANOMALY AT A STATION 
MID-------NUMERICAL ID · QF A CONTOUR, i.e. FOR THE FIRST CONTOUR, 
K!D•l, etc. . 
RHo-------DENSITY CONTRAsr IN G/CM**3 AS A CONTOUR LEVEL. 
THIS CAN CHANGE Wim DEPTH IN nilS MODEL. 
ZEE----- --DEPTH OF THE CO~OUR. 
III--------NUMBER OF CORNER POINTS FOR A CONTOUR 
DUM---~---IF DUM NE O, THEN THIS COUNTOUR IS IDENTICAL TO THE 
PREVIOUS. ONE 
X( I,J)---:..x COORDINATE OF A CONTOUR CORNER PO i NT . 
Y(I,J)----Y COORDINATE OF A CONTOUR CORNER POINT 
V---------SUH OF CONTRI BUTIONS FOR A PARTICULAR CONTOUR 










1 &TDT( too) I u ·I(so) ,xcso) I Y(50) 
DIMENSION X2(SO,SO),Y2(50,SO),GG(50,6),DEL(S0,6)
1 &DELP(50,6)~S(50,6) . 
- CHARACTER*2 0, CP'I LE 
CRARACTER*72, TinE 
WRITE(6,925) 
ACCEPT 926,~~ OPEN(l~NAME FILE,STArtls-'OLD') 













DO 300 IJK•l,NBOD 










IF((M-2 ).EQ.O.O)GOTO 4 







' IF(U.~Q.O.O)GOTO 50 
HO•l 
z( 1 >.;,zu 
.00 45 J•l ,6 
45 · S( 1 ,J)•VU, 






















Appendix 2.5: 3-D magnetics modelling program 




7 5 NGC•MP-MO+ 1 
MRS•M0+2 
NGC•NGC-2 
100 DO 250 1•1,KK 
DO 110 Lls2 ,MM 
DO 105 12•1, 6 
S ( Ll , L2 ) =0. 0 
105 CONTINUE 
ll 0 CONTINUE 
00 125 J•2 ,MM 
DO 115 L~1,III(J) 
X(L)~X2(J ,L)-FX(I) 









DO 120 K•1,K2 




PSQ(K)•( G( K)**2 .0) /BNSQ(I)) 
BRl•SQRT( X( K) **2 .O+Y(K)**2 .O+Z(J)**2 .0) 
BR2•SQRT(X(K+ 1 )*>1t2 .O+Y(K+ 1 )11*2 .O+Z(J)**2 .0) 
ZSQ•ZCJ)**2 .o 
Z2P2 (X.)•ZSQ+PSQ(K) J 
Cl•((1.0/BNSQ(K))/Z2PZ(K))*(((G(K)*Y(K+l)-BN(K)*ZSQ) 
&/BR2) -((G(K)*Y(K) -BN( K)*ZSQ) /BR1)) · 
C2•( ( 1. 0/BNSQ(K)) /Z2 P2 (K) )*( ( (G(K) **2 .O+ZSQ+G (K) * 
& Y(K+ 1 )~BN( K)) /BR2) -( ( G(K) **2 .p+ZSQ+G(K)*Y( K) *BN(K)) / BRl)) 
. C3•Z(J)*((l.O/BNSQ(K))/Z2P2(K))*(((Y(K+l)*BNSQ(K)+ 
&G(K) *BN(K)) /BR2 )-( ( Y ( K) *BNSQ(K)+G(K)*BN(K)) /BRI)) 




C4-( ( 1.0/BMSQ(K)) /Z2P2 (K))*( ( (BC(K)*X(K+ 1 )-BH(K)*ZSQ)/BR2 )-
&((BC(K)*X(K)-BM(K)*ZSQ)/BRl)) 
CS•Z(J)*(( 1. 0/BMSQ(K)) /Z2P2 UO )*( ( (X(K+ l}*BMSQ(K)+ 
&BC(K)*BM(K))/BR2)-((X(~)*BMSQ(K)+BC(K)*BM(K))/BR1)) 
C ., THE CALCULATION OF C6 AND NECESSARY PARAMETERS 
Rl•SQRT(X(K)**2.0+Y(K)**2,0) 





Appendix 2.5: 3-D lll!lgnetics modellin~ program 
R12 • SQRT((X(K)-X(K+l))**2.0+(Y(K)-Y(K+l))**2.0) 
DELXR•(X(K)-X( K+ 1)) IR12 
DELYR•(Y(K).-Y(K+l) )/R12 
BP( K)•SQRT(PSQ(K) j 
CSBETA• DELXR*(X(K) /Rl )+DELYR*(Y(K) /Rl) 
CSGAMM•DEUR*( X(K+ 1 )/R2 )+DELYR*(Y(K+l) /R2) 
c 
C6z(BP(K) /Z2P2 ( K)) *( ( ( R2 *CSGAMM) /BR2 )-( (Rl *CSBETA) IBRl)) , 







S(J ,1 )"'S(J, 1 )+Cl 
S (J ,2 )•S (J ,2 )+C2 
S(J ,3)•S(J 1 3)+C3 
S (J ,4 )•S(J ,4 )+C4 '-i . 
S(J ,S)•S(J ,S)+CS 
S(J ,6)•S(J ,6)+C6 
CONTINUE 
S {J 1 1 ) s-1, 0* S ( J, } ) 
S(J, 3 )•-l,O*S(J, 3) 
S(J ,6) .. -1.0*S(J ,6) 
CONTINUE 














DO 175 J•l,6 
S(l , J )sVT 
GO.TO 185 
180 MP=MM 




DEL(MP ,J)•O: O 
190 ANOM(J)•O,O 
MN .. MP-2 , 
C INTEGRATION TO GET DEL(I,J) ANn DELP(I,J) 
00 210 J•1,6 
DO 200 M•MO,HN 
XA1•(Z(M)-Z(M+ 1)) I ( z (H)-Z (M+2)) 
XB1•3.0*Z(M+2 )-2 .O*Z(H)-Z (M+l) 
XCl•S(M,J) *XA1 ~XBl 
XA2•(Z(M)-Z(M+l)) I ( z (M+l) -z (M-+2)) 











· Appendix 2.5: 3-D 1!'8p:net1cs modelling program 
XC2•S(M+l,J)1"lL\2*XB2 
XA3 •( Z (M) -Z(M+ 1)) *( Z(M)-Z(M+ 1) )* ( Z(Mf-::Z(M+ 1)) 
· . XB3•{Z(M+l )-Z(M+2) )*(Z(M)-~(M+2)) ' 
XC3.•S(M+2 ,J)*(XJJ/XB3) 
DEL(M+l,J)•(XCl+XC2+XC3)/6.'0 
. YAl s(Z(M+ 1)-Z(M+2) )*(Z(M+l )-Z(K+2) )*(Z(M+l )-Z(M+2)) 
YBl• (t.Oi) -Z(M+2) )*( Z(M) -:-Z (M+ 1)) 
- YCl~S(M,J)*(YAl/YB1) 
YA2•( Z( M+ 1 ).-Z(M+2)) / ( Z (M) -Z(M+ 1)) 
YB2 •Z (M+2 )+2 .O*Z(M+l.)-3 .O*Z(M) 
. YC2•S(M+l,J)*YA2*YB2 
. . - YA3~(Z(M+l)-Z(M+2)) /( Z (M)-Z(M+2)) 




CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL ANOM(J) 
ANOM(J )•0. 5* ( DEL(M(}t 1 ,J )+DELP(MP ,J)) 
·oo 205 M-MO, MP . - -, 





GG(MP ,J )•GG(MP ,J)+O. S*DELP(MP ,J)' 
CONTINUE . 
CHECK--l.O*(ANOM(l)+ANOM(4)) 




WRITE(2 ,907) (ANOM(L) ,L•l ,6) 
C · CALCULATION OF MAGNETIC VECTORS FOR A PARTICULAR BODY 
'DX(I)•AJX*ANOM( 1 )+AJY*ANOM(L)+AJZ*ANOM(3) 
DY(I)•AJX*ANOM(2)+AJY*ANOM(4)+AJZIIANOM(5) 
DZ(I)=AJX*ANOM(3)+AJY*ANOM(5)+AJZ*ANOM(6) 
. DH(I)•DX( I)*ACD+DY(I)*ASD 
DT(I)•DH(I)*ACHDZ(I)*ASI ' . 
WRITE(2,908) . 
WRITP.:(2 ,909) IJK, I, nx(I) ,DY{I.), D& (I), DH(I) ,DT( I) 
WRITE(2,910) 
250 CONTINUE . . 
C · CALCULATION OP THE TOTAL ANOMALY AT A STATION 
DO 250 L•l,KK 
TDX(L)•TDX(L)+D~(L) 
TDY(L)•TDY(L)+DY(L) 
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• Appendix . .2. 5: 3-D magnetics modelling progra.m 
DO 310 L•l,KK 
STN~FLOAT(L} ~ 
WRITE(J, 915)STN, FX(L), FY(L), TDX'(L), TOY( L), TDZ(L) 
• & ,TDH(L), TDT(t) . 
WRITE(2,912)L,TDX(L),TDY(L),TDZ(L),TDH(L),TOT(L) 
31 0 CONTIMUE . • . 
900 FORMAT(A72) . 
901 FORMAT(2F6.2,F10.3,2I5) , 
902 FO~T(I3,12,2F4.1,2F9.6,F4.1,2F9.6,2F4.l,F9.6) 
903 FORMAT(6F10.3) , . 
904 · FORMAT( 12 ,Fl 0!3 ,IS, F6 .2) 
· 905 FORMAT(OP10.3) 
906 FORMAT(7.X, 'Vl:,lOX·, 'V2' ,10X,'V3' ,10X,'V4' ,IOX,'VS-' ,lOX, 
&'V6') 
907 FORMAT(2X ,6F12. 3) . _
1 
, . ·. • 
908 FORMAT(2X, 'BODYI STN#' ,4X. 'DX' ,I;!X, 'DY' ,8X, 'DZ 1 ,8X, 1 DH', 
&RX,'DT') 
909' FOR~T(2X ,215 ,5FI D. 3). 
910 FORMA-T(/) , 
911 FORMAT(3X, 'STN#.' ,2X, 'TOTAL DX' ,4X, 'TOTAL DY' ,4X, 'T.OTAL 
&DZ' ,4X, 'TOTAL DH' ,4X, 'TOTAL DT' .,/) 
912 FORMAT(2X, IS ,5F.l.2. 3) 
915 FORMAT(2X,F5.0,7Fl0.3) 
920 FORMAT(F1@.6) 
925 FORMAT(2X, 'Wl{AT 
92 6 • F02MAT(A20) 
(,"1 
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Appendix 3.1 : Inversion for inversion models parameters 2.5-D ~ravity 
Number of St~ndard Profile :-Y(km) +Y(krn) £ 
· 1 t era tiona Mean 
· nevia tiQn 
OJ 







1 4. . 03 -21 .oo ' 39.00 1 ~2 5 ._203 -0.006 0~~95 
'04 
-23.44 16.66 1.50 '40 
-0.001 ~ 0.499 
05 
--25.90 34.10 8.76 8 0 .021 0.891 
' 
06 ..:28.40 31 .60.' 2.50 12 
-=o.o28 0.493 
07 '- -30.90 . 2 9.10 2.50 24 
-0 .0 18 0.492 
08 
-33.30 26.70 3.95 15 0,022 o. 702 . ) . , 
09 
-35.RO 24.2.0 3.00 




-38-.20 21.80 -- 2.25 49 . 
- -0.014 o.~ 
l 1 
-40. 70· 19.30 1.2 5 19 0.011 0.496 
12 •43 .. 1~ . 16.90 3. 79 . ,,38 
-0.032 . 0.648 
13 
-:45.60 
.14.40 2.79 44 
-0.037 0.963' 
14 •·. 
-48.10 ll.91) 6: 65 6 -0~004 1.289 . 
'\ 
.\ .. IS 
-28.00 . 32 .oo 5.2 2 62 0.001. 0.590 
2S -3~.00 25.00 l3 .13 17 0.007 o. 791' 
.. lB 
-6 .O(J 25.5 0 1.50 18 
-0.187· 0.498 ., 
28 




-22.40 10.10 6.83 4 
-0.029 o~·986 
4B 
- 18.50 14.00 ' 6.60 
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00 "Gt- 00 ·oG- 00 ·gG-
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r-----------r-----------~----------~-oo·s- • oo ·st- oo·tG- oo·LG- .. ~-----------r-----------, 0.00 -3.00 -6.00 
























































4. 00 9.00 
4. 00 9.00 
14.00 19."00 24.00 29.00 34. 00 39.00 
DISTANCE(KMl 
14. 00 19.00 24.00 29. 00 34.00 39.00 


































4. 00 9.00 
14.00 . 19.00 24.00 29.00 34.00 39.00 
DISTANCE (KMl 
14. 00 19. 00 24.00 29.00 34. 00 39. 00 

































14.00 19.00 24.00 29.00 34.00 39.00 
DISTANCE (KMl 





























14.00 19.00 . 24.00 29. 00 34. 00 39. 00 
DISTANCE (KM) 
14. 00 19.00 24.00 29.00 34.00 39. 00 
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